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Abstract
The translocation of double stranded DNA (dsDNA) through nanopore systems is
a field with rich physics and many promising technological applications. Double
stranded DNA is not fully flexible, and the translocation dynamics of semiflexible
molecules are not very well understood. In this thesis, in a set of articles, several
aspects of translocation with semiflexible polymers in various nanopore systems are
explored using molecular dynamics simulations. We look at the effect of the capture
process on the tranlocation dynamics of semiflexible chains for standard nanopores in
detail. In collaboration with experiment, we use simulations to explore the dynamics
of dsDNA in a nanofiltered nanopore device with potential applications in DNA
sequencing technology. A secondary use for the nanofiltered nanopore device as an
entropic cage for DNA is also examined. Simulations are used to obtain insight into
the dynamics of molecules during the trapping phase.
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This thesis is a collection of three articles that each study some aspect of the passage
of semiflexible chains in nanopore systems. Two of the manuscripts presented are
already published, with the third ready to be submitted for publication. Because of
this, the first chapter is written with the intent to prepare the reader for the bulk
of the thesis as the papers are written in standard article format and assume certain
knowledge common to the field.
1.1 Nanopore Translocation
1.1.1 Nanopores
Nanopores are abundant in biological systems as they form the basis for the trans-
port of molecules across phospholipid bilayers and cell membranes. As the name
implies, nanopores are nanoscopic holes in a surface and they are usually formed by
proteins that are embedded in a bilayer. In 1996 Kasianowicz et al. [19] demonstrated
that molecules could be manipulated and monitored during its passage through an
α-hemosylin protein channel. Their work paved the way for the study of passage
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and detection of single molecules through nanometric channels. Since then, the α-
hemosylin nanopore has been the target of extensive study. These types of nanopores
are referred to as biological nanopores.
Nanopores can also be manufactured synthetically with a variety of methods [33,
11]. Although the details of each method are different, functionally they all lead to
a nanometric hole in membrane. The materials used for these nanopores are usually
silicon based with silicon nitride (SiN) being the most common. To contrast biological
nanopores these are reffered to as solid-state nanopores.
1.1.2 Polymers
The primary interest in the study of nanopore systems lies in the detection and
manipulation of polymers in solution. Polymers are structures formed by the repeated
linking of units called monomers. Although monomers can be linked in a variety of
ways [37], in this thesis we will be focusing on linear polymers.
In linear polymers, as shown in Figure 1.1, the monomers are linked in such a
fashion that they form a chain with two free ends. A famous example of a linear
polymer is the molecule fundamental to life as we know it, deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA). DNA exists as single stranded DNA (ssDNA) and double stranded DNA
(dsDNA). The monomers in DNA are the primary bases adenine, thymine, guanine,
uracil. The length of DNA is measured in terms of the bases. For instance, the length
of double stranded DNA is measured in the number of base pairs (bp) that make up
the molecule. The topologies of the two different variants are quite different with the
famous double helix structure of dsDNA making it far more rigid than ssDNA. While
both DNA variants are used in nanopore translocation experiments, the primary focus
in literature is on dsDNA [42, 27].
2
Figure 1.1: A ball-and-stick example of a linear polymer. The monomers are joined
together to form a deformable chain.
1.1.3 Driven Polymer Translocation
The process of moving a DNA molecule across a hole in a membrane is known as
nanopore translocation. Most standard nanopore systems are comprised of two cham-
bers (called cis and trans) separated by a membrane containing the pore (shown in
figure Figure 1.2). Polymers are placed in the cis chamber and must pass to the
trans chamber. The passage of a polymer through a nanopore is called transloca-
tion. Usually, translocation does not occur spontaneously as it is more entropically
favourable for the molecule to remain in free solution. Thus, some force is needed to
pull the polymer from the cis side of the membrane to the trans side of the mem-
brane. Translocation can be achieved in several ways each with their own mountain of
literature [42]. In this thesis we shall focus on translocation driven by electric fields.
The basic idea of driven translocation is as follows: Consider a device containing
fluid with some salt (usually potassium chloride) housing two chambers separated by
3
Figure 1.2: A schematic representation of a nanopore system. The linear polymer
begins on the cis side of the membrane in some configuration before it is driven to
the trans side.
a membrane with a nanopore. The application of a voltage drop across this device
allows for the detection of ion flow through the nanopore via measurement of its
conductance. As a molecule enters the nanopore and reduces the ion flow the current
changes, thus allowing for a measurement of how long the molecule remained inside
the channel and what type of molecule entered the channel [28].
1.1.4 Nanopore Applications
The most well known application of nanopores is in DNA sequencing. The idea be-
hind sequencing is to linearly read the sequence of base pairs in the DNA. Perhaps
the most notable example is DNA profiling in criminal investigations, where being
able to identify and match DNA sequences is vital to resolving the case [24]. Another
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notable use of nanopore sequencing that has recently become very popular is per-
sonalized ancestry and health predisposition reports. Companies like 23andMe and
AncestryDNA provide genome sequencing services for relatively small fees. They use
existing markers to analyse a customers DNA and determine their ancestral DNA
composition as well as the impact of their genetic makeup on their health.
In addition to sequencing there are other nanopore applications that are still
being worked on in scientific research and have yet to be commercialized. Some
of those applications are sorting DNA and proteins by length [31, 34, 23], single
molecule manipulation for studying nanoscopic biological processes [22, 39], detecting
concentrations of molecules in solution [17], and many more [27].
1.2 Concepts from Statistical Physics
Before surveying the literature for simulations of the translocation of semiflexible poly-
mers it is important to review some concepts from statistical and polymer physics. In
this section we will briefly review several notions from statistical physics, including
diffusion, the Langevin equation, and the relation between dissipation and fluctua-
tions.
1.2.1 The Diffusion Equation - Brownian Motion
If we consider a spherical particle in a thermal bath with no external forces, the
evolution of its probability density (PDF) in one spatial dimension can be described
by the following partial differential equation (PDE)
∂
∂t





where D is the diffusion coefficient and p(x, t) is the probability density of finding
the particle at any point in space and time. The diffusion coefficient may also have
spatial and temporal dependence, but for our purpose we consider the case of the
diffusion coefficient being a constant. The rationale behind this equation is that the
motion of a particle in such a thermal bath is caused by very frequent collision with
the fluid molecules of the bath. Given the great complexity of the motion the classical
equations are intractable analytically and a probabilistic approach is more fruitful.
Assuming the system is not bound in any spatial direction (i.e. it is infinite), then
with p(x, 0) = δ(x) as an initial condition (where δ is the Dirac delta function) the





From this PDF it can be shown [4] that the variance in the position of the particle is
〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 = 〈∆x2〉 = 2Dt. (1.3)
In Equation 1.3, we see that the diffusion coefficient is related to the spreading of
the particles position i.e. the variance of its displacement. The quantity 〈∆x2〉 is
appropriately called the mean squared displacement. This was the result that Einstein
arrived at in the early 20th century that lay the foundations of the mathematical
description of Brownian motion.
1.2.2 A Stochastic Description of Brownian Motion
Another approach, and one more relevant to this thesis, comes from a special version
of Newtons second law. The goal of this section is to review some details regarding
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diffusion, the Langevin equation, and the relation between fluctuations and dissipa-
tion.
The classical equations of motion for a particle moving around in a thermal bath
quickly become intractable, as the motion of the the particle is coupled to the motion
of the myriad fluid molecules. However, using ideas from statistical mechanics we can
modify the classical equations and render them much simpler. Instead of solving the
classical equations for every collision between the fluid molecules and the Brownian
particle, we can treat the bath as a continuous fluid and encode the effects of the
collisions into an effective force acting on the Brownian particle. Assuming that the
fluid is described by classical fluid dynamics, the equation of motion for the Brownian
particle can be neatly written as
mẍ = Fdrag + Fthermal, (1.4)
where Fdrag is the drag force imparted by the fluid, and Fthermal is the force that
contains the net effect of collisions with fluid molecules. In the following sections we
will discuss the form that these forces take.
1.2.2.1 Dissipation - Drag in a Viscous Fluid
Objects moving through fluids experience a drag force that affects their motion. The
drag felt by an object is a function of its speed relative to the fluid flow. The strength
of the drag force relative to the fluid flow is characterized by the Reynolds number,






where ρ is the density the fluid, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, v is the
characteristic speed of the object, and L its characteristic length.
In viscous flows with low Reynolds number, the drag force is a linear function of
the velocity of the object in the fluid
Fdrag = −ζẋ, (1.6)
where ẋ is the velocity, and ζ is the drag coefficient. In the case of spherical objects
moving through a viscous fluid the drag coefficient is given by Stokes’s Law
ζ = 6πµr, (1.7)
where r is the radius of the spherical object.
1.2.2.2 Fluctuation - Thermal Noise
Random collisions due to the fluid molecules being in constant motion impart some
momentum on the Brownian particle. Although the net displacement due to these
collisions will average out to zero over time, their existence at any single moment in
time is paramount for the description of the Brownian particles motion.
The effect of these collisions is modelled as thermal noise described by a stationary
Gaussian process, R(t, T ), that satisfies
〈R(t, T )〉 = 0, (1.8)
〈R(t, T )R(t′, T )〉 = B(T )δ(t− t′), (1.9)
where B(T ) is a function of temperature who value determines the magnitude of the
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fluctuations in the thermal noise. In other words, this function is independent at every
moment in time, and zero when averaged over time. The random force describing the
net effect of the collisions is then simply
Fthermal = R(t, T ) (1.10)
1.2.3 The Langevin Equation
Combining Equation 1.6 and Equation 1.10 we arrive at the following equation of
motion
mẍ = −ζẋ+R(t, T ). (1.11)
This is the second order Langevin equation (LE)[21], an example of a stochastic
differential equation.
The LE can be solved as a first order inhomogeneous differential equation yielding




dt′ exp(−ζ(t− t′)/m)R(t′, T ). (1.12)
The second term of this equation is a stochastic integral. These types of integrals
can be interpreted (using the central limit theorem) as normal distributions with
some mean and variance. As such, we will take ensemble averages and examine the
resulting behaviour. By averaging Equation 1.12 and taking the properties of the
noise term into account we find
〈ẋ(t)〉 = 〈ẋ(0)〉 exp(−ζt/m). (1.13)
This is an unsurprising result; when the thermal noise is absent we recover the equa-
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tions of damped motion. Due to the character of the fluctuations in the noise, it is
the averages of the squared velocity and position that provide deeper physical insight.
From Equation 1.12 we can write the ensemble average of the squared velocity















dt′′ exp(−ζ(2t− t′ − t′′)/m)〈R(t′, T )R(t′′, T )〉.
(1.14)
From the properties of the random force (Equation 1.8), the middle term becomes













which can be interpreted as the mean kinetic energy of the system. Equation 1.16
shows that at long times any kinetic energy is entirely due to the momentum imparted
by random collisions, but we have yet to determine what B is. From equilibrium
statistical mechanics we know that the mean kinetic energy of a particle should reach






where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the equilibrium temperature. Thus,
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combining Equation 1.16 and Equation 1.17 we obtain the remarkable result
B = 2kBTζ. (1.18)
The strength of the thermal fluctuations is coupled to the drag experienced by the
Brownian particle. This result is a special case of the Fluctuation-Dissipation theo-
rem, which states that whenever energy is dissipated by a process there is a corre-
sponding fluctuation that transforms thermal energy into kinetic energy.
Although the details are beyond the scope of this thesis, the variance of the










This result is known as the Einstein relation and is yet another example of the
Fluctuation-Dissipation theorem.
1.3 Introduction to Polymer Physics
In the previous section we discussed some results from statistical physics related to
the motion of a single particle in a viscous fluid. In this section we will briefly review
some notions from polymer physics and the motion of many interacting particles in
solution. Given the simulation based nature of the content in this thesis, we will focus
on linear polymer models that can be implemented numerically. The interested reader
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may refer to these books[12, 8] that offer a more in-depth theoretical description of
polymers.
Polymers are chains of many subunits, called monomers, bonded together. A
polymer chain is always found in a bath of solvent (usually water) and will adopt
random shapes due to interactions with the solvent. The shape of a polymer chain
is commonly known as its conformation. The chain models in polymer physics are
designed to capture topological features of the macromolecules often encountered in
biology and chemistry while remaining simple enough so that they can be studied
by the usual tools of physics. Simulations use discrete polymer models that are
often called bead-spring models as they model macromolecules with spherical beads
connected by springs. In the following sections we will review some common models
of polymer physics.
1.3.1 Descriptions of Chain Conformation
Before discussing any specific chain model, it is important to quantify the notion of
size for polymers. Intuitively, the total length of a chain of N monomers, called the
contour length (Lc), measures the size of the polymer. Assuming all bonds in the
chain have the same length, the contour length can be shown to be Lc = bN , where
b is the bond legth. However, as we saw in the previous section, particles in a fluid
bath will experience constant random collisions with the fluid molecules. Thus, the
conformation of the polymer is constantly changing as the monomers interact with the
solvent and therefore requires a statistical description. That being said, the contour
length is appropriate for extremely rigid polymers that behave like rods.
If we consider a chain of N identical monomers there are two primary quantities
used to measure the dimensions of any given conformation. The first quantity is the
end-to-end distance (LE), which is the difference between the coordinates of the end
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monomers of the chain. In equilibrium, the average displacement between the end
monomers is zero as the conformations a polymer can take are isotropic. However,
LE is a distribution across all conformations and while its mean is zero, its variance
is given by
〈L2E〉 = 〈(rN − r0)2〉, (1.21)
where rN and r0 are the positions of the monomers at the two ends of the chain. The
square root of Equation 1.21 can be roughly interpreted as the diameter containing
most of the chain segments. It is worth noting that the end-to-end distance is not
always a good measure of instantaneous chain size as the end monomers can be very
close to each other, leading to very small end-to-end distances, while the chain is
actually extended.
The second quantity is the radius of gyration. The square of the radius of gyration
is the spread of monomer positions relative to the center of mass (COM) of the chain






〈(ri − rCOM)2〉, (1.22)
where ri is the position of the ith monomer, rCOM is the COM of the chain, and
N is the total number of monomers. In other words, the chain can be thought of
occupying a volume of a sphere of radius Rg, which makes the radius of gyration a
very useful measure of polymer conformation. Note that care must be taken when
interpreting the conformation of a chain as a sphere with radius given by the average
value of the radius of gyration. Over all conformations the chain is isotropic, but
the instantaneous shape of the polymer at any moment in time can be anisotropic
[37, 12].
The difference between LE and Rg is shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustrating the difference between the size of the chain as given
by the radius of gyration and the end-to-end distance. The blue circle represents the
center of mass of the chain. The dashed circle is that formed from the radius of
gyration.
1.3.2 Ideal Chains
The simplest representation of linear polymer molecules is the so called ideal chain.
In this model, N identical monomers are bonded together to form a chain with in-
teractions defined only between adjacent monomers. The ideal chain is analogous
to an uncorrelated random walk in which each step is a bond between monomers.
The average of the coordinate difference between the end monomers ends up being
zero, but the square can be averaged over all conformations to obtain the end-to-end
distance
〈L2E〉 = b2N. (1.23)
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The squared radius of gyration averaged over all conformations for an ideal chain can





This chain model is often called the freely jointed chain.
1.3.3 Real Chains
In reality, polymers are under constraints that strongly influence their available con-
formations. These constraints come in the form of excluded volume effects which
originate from the fact that real molecules cannot overlap, as is possible for non-
adjacent monomers in the ideal chain. The net effect is that the available free volume
for the chain is smaller than the volume of the system containing the polymer. As
such, real polymer chains are swollen compared to the ideal chains, making them self-
avoiding random walks. In real chains, the average radius of gyration can be shown
to scale as
Rg ∼ bNν [37], (1.25)
where ν is called the Flory exponent. The average end-to-end distance can be found to
scale in the same way. This chain model is commonly referred to as the freely jointed
chain with excluded volume. The value of the Flory exponent can be calculated to
be ν ≈ 0.588 [37, 12, 38] for 3 dimensions. In particular, this value of the flory
exponent is for a good solvent, where the polymer can be fully dissolved and the
excluded volume interactions are strong [37]. There are a few ways to carry out the
calculation of the exponent. A simple argument by Flory himself involves computing
the effective free energy of the entire chain and then minimize that with respect to the
radius of gyration [14]. This method provides a good estimate for the exponent. A
more precise approach makes use of the renormalization group theory. In essence, one
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can self-consistently rescale the free energy of the chain and obtain a set of equations
that can be solved to give the Flory exponent [38]. The details of these calculations
are beyond the scope of the thesis.
1.3.4 Semiflexible Chains
So far in our discussion of chain models we have neglected the rigidity in the backbone
of the polymer. A famous example of a semi-rigid biopolymer is double stranded DNA,
the subject of a lot of experimental studies in nanopore translocation [42]. As such,
it is important to consider the case where a polymer is not completely rigid (i.e. a
rod) nor completely flexible (the freely jointed chain) but instead semiflexible.
Rigidity can be introduced to the ideal chain in the form of angular correlations
between consecutively bonded monomers. The most common discrete model for doing
so is the Kratky-Porod model [12], also known as the wormlike chain (WLC) though
the latter name is more commonly used for the continous version. In this thesis we
will be using the two terms interchangeably to mean a semiflexible chain model.

















where `p is the length at which the correlations between consecutive monomers decay.
This correlation length is most commonly called the persistence length of the chain.
This expression is significantly more complicated than the one for the ideal chain,
making semiflexible chains harder to treat theoretically. The end-to-end distance for













It can be shown that taking the limit of infinite and zero persistence length in the
expressions above recovers the behaviour of rods and ideal chains, respectively.
A very useful connection between semiflexible and ideal chains is the notion of the
Kuhn length. The Kuhn length is defined as the effective bond length at which the
segments of a semiflexible chain with N monomers behave as if they were ideal. The
criterion for such behaviour is that the end-to-end distance is given by 〈L2E〉 ∼ Nk,
where Nk is the number of Kuhn segments. The Kuhn length (`k) can be found to
be equal to twice the persitence length, `k = 2`p [37]. The number of Kuhn segments




1.3.5 Electrostatics of Polymers in Solution
The polymer models discussed so far make no explicit mention of charges. The
electrostatics in the solvent affect the motion of polymer regardless of any bare charge
on the molecule. The goal of this section is to briefly describe the role of electrostatics
in polymer solutions.
As mentioned before, the nanopore and the polymer exist in a bath of solvent. For
translocation experiments, the solvent is usually water and some salt (most commonly
KCl and LiCl). The solution of water and salt is overall neutral. However, the
ions from each constituent molecule of the salt dissociate due to the polar nature
of water, resulting in charge distributions that have long range correlations (due to
electrostatics). Adding an object to this solution (such as a nanopore or a polymer)
causes ions to adsorb to the surface of the object due to chemical reactions. Following
that, ions of opposite charge to those adsorbed on the surface create a layer at the
interface of the object and the solvent, and oppositely charged ions remain near the
interface. In particular, for a polymer in solution an ion cloud is formed around the
charges of the molecule thereby shielding the interactions between monomers.
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These solutions are characterized by two different length scales over which electro-
static interactions take place. The first length scale is the Bjerrum length, `B. This
length is the distance at which the electric energy between two charges is equal to the
thermal energy. If the inter-ion distance is greater than `B, their interaction strength
would be weaker. Conversely, if the distance is smaller, their interaction strength
would be stronger. The Bjerrum length is an intrinsic property of the solvent and
depends strongly on the dielectric constant. For water solutions the Bjerrum length
is approximately `B ≈ 0.7 nm [26].
The second characteristic length scale is the Debye length, `D. The Debye length is
the correlation length for ion-ion interactions. For charged objects in these solutions,
the Debye length is comparable to the thickness of the ion cloud formed by the
charges attempting to minimize their local energy (i.e. they try to pair up with
opposite charges). When the distance from the interface is larger than the Debye
length, the effect of the ion cloud is no longer present. The Debye length depends on
the dielectric properties of the solvent.
The details of the charge distribution on the polymer itself are quite complicated.
The effective polymer charge due to ionization depends on many variables such as
the flexibility of the chain, the size of the ions in the solvent, the local dielectric
constant near the chain, the dielectric constant of the solvent, and temperature [26].
In essence, ions of opposite charge (called counterions) adsorb on the polymer creating
a counterion worm [26] that accompanies the chain. When the polymer is subject to
changes due to an external electric field, the counterion worm moves in the opposite
direction to the polymer, due to their opposite changes, and a new counterion worm
envelops the chain. This is an example of electrohydrodynamics (EHD) at play.
Translocation experiments are conducted in the high salt concentration limit.
Conveniently, in the high salt concentration limit (csalt ≈ 0.1− 1 M[26]), the electro-
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static interactions between segments of the chain turn out to be short ranged, and
thus can be subsumed into the exluded volume of each monomer.
1.3.6 Polymer Dynamics in Solution
In this section we will review some of the dynamical properties of polymers in solution.
In particular, we will focus on the effective drag experienced by the polymer.
As we saw in subsection 1.2.3, particles in free solution will diffuse with a diffusion
coefficient dictated by the Einstein relation (Equation 1.20). There are two commonly
used models for relating the diffusion of each constituent monomer to the diffusion
coefficient of the center of mass of the chain. The first model is called the Rouse
model. In this theory, hydrodynamic interactions between different parts of the chain
are neglected. The Rouse model predicts that, in the absence of hydrodynamics, the
drag coefficient of an N monomer chain is simply the sum of the drag coefficients
experienced by the monomers
ζRouse = Nζ. (1.28)
The second model is known as the Zimm model. In Zimm’s theory the effect of
hydrodynamic interactions between the monomers and the fluid is included directly
in the equations of motion by the Oseen tensor [37]. In particular, in Zimm’s ap-
proach the hydrodynamics are pre-averaged so that tensor may be decoupled from
the equations of motion [37]. The Zimm theory posits that the chain drags some of
the fluid in its vicinity with it as it moves. Through scaling arguments, the theory
predicts that the drag coefficient experienced by a chain of N monomers is
ζZimm ∼ N νζ, (1.29)
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where ν is the Flory exponent. From this scaling relation we see that long chains
diffuse faster in the Zimm model than the Rouse model.
The Zimm model is more accurate for describing the motion of chains in free
solution in the absence of external forces. However, in the presence of an electric
field it is the Rouse model that accurately captures the diffusion of the polymer. The
reason for this is the electric field results in screening of the long range hydrodynamic
effects between distant parts chain [26]. This occurs due to the counterion worm
described in the previous section. As the electric field moves the counterions around,
water is dragged with them resulting in a disruption of the long range effects due
to the fluid. In fact, this is the underlying mechanism for the famous free draining
property of DNA.
1.4 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
In the previous section several physical notions from statistical physics and polymer
physics were introduced. This section will present the methods used for implementing
numerical simulations of semiflexible polymers.
Molecular dynamics (MD) is based on the idea that in classical Newtonian mechan-
ics we can use arbitrary potential functions to model any physical process involving












where i is an integer particle index in the range [0, N), mi is the mass of the ith
particle, and Fi is the force acting on the ith particle due to all interactions in the
system.
Molecular dynamics is a very robust computational method and can be used to
model systems at all scales. It is commonly used to model biological and chemical
systems at atomic length scales, at the limits of experimental resolution.
The biological systems in this thesis consist of polymers, solvent, and nanopores.
Although it is possible to represent all of these in remarkable atomic detail, the
simulations quickly become computationally intractable as the number of atoms, and
therefore the computational complexity, increase.
1.4.1 Coarse-Graining
In normal MD, every solvent molecule interacts with every particle, which is very
computationally expensive at the system sizes we are intested in. So, in this thesis,
we will use models that are intricate enough to capture the complexity of polymer
interactions in nanopore systems while still remaining computationally feasible to
simulate. The polymers will be coarse-grained to chains of monomers with their
solvent interactions implicit to the equations of motion. In addition, membranes and
nanopores will be abstracted to reflecting boundary conditions.
1.4.2 Langevin Dynamics
Langevin dynamics is a modified MD approach to model physical systems. The core
notion is that by the use of stochastic differential equations, models with little detail
can be used to simulate a physical system while simultaneously accounting for any
omitted complexity.
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In Langevin dynamics, the solvent is approximated as a fluid that models the
interactions between solvent molecules and particles. For nanopore systems the in-
teractions of interest are the dissipation of energy via drag, and thermal fluctuations.
To this effect, the second-order Langevin equation (Equation 1.11) is used. In sub-
section 1.2.2 the Langevin equation was presented in one dimension to illustrate the





∇Ui − ζẋ +
√
2ζkBTξ(t). (1.32)
For practical convenience, the random term has been decomposed into its magnitude
and a three dimensional stationary Gaussian process, ξ(t), with each component
independent of the others
〈ξi(t)〉 = 0 (1.33)
〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = δijδ(t− t′), (1.34)
where δij is the Kronecker delta. The gradient term is the sum of all external forces
acting on the particles in the system.
1.4.3 Coarse-Grained Polymers
In this section we will construct a coarse grained polymer as a chain of monomers
using forces. All of the forces used to create the polymer can be obtained by taking
the gradient of a potential F = −∇U . Thus, for convenience and for parity with
literature, the forces will be discussed in terms of the potentials that generate them.
In this thesis, bonds betweens pairs of monomers will be modelled using the finitely
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where r is the center to center distance between the bonded monomers, and the
constants k and rmax represent the stiffness and the maximum possible extension of
the bond, respectively. While a Hookean spring (UHook =
1
2
kr2) could in principle
be used, the FENE potential is found to be a better model for the behaviour of real
polymers. A Hookean spring would allow the bonds to far exceed their equilibrium
length without the force diverging (i.e. the bond breaking) whereas in FENE, the
energy needed to stretch the bond beyond the maximum possible extension diverges
to infinity. In reality, excessive stretching of the polymer results in the chemical bonds
between its constituents breaking, and thus the FENE potential is more physically
sound.
To model the excluded volume effect described in the polymer physics section,















+ ε r < rc
0 r ≥ rc
, (1.36)
where r is the center to center distance between the interacting monomers, ε is the
interaction strength, σ the monomer diameter, and rc the cut-off distance, whose
value is set to the minimum of the LJ potential at rc = 2
1/6σ. Like in the LJ
potential, the first term exists to prevent overlapping particles and the second term
is a phenomenological scaling relation that accounts for the van der Waals forces (the
instantaneous dipole induced interactions) between particles.
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In contrast to the LJ potential, the WCA potential only models the repulsive
interactions between particles. The choice of cut-off in the interaction radius means
that the monomers are not hard spheres but instead soft spheres of slightly larger
effective radius. The reason for this choice is that pure hard sphere interactions
would cause the potential to diverge upon edge-to-edge contact between monomers
(which occurs at r = σ), leading to discontinuous forces. In other words, hard sphere
monomers would feel no force while the monomers are separated by more 1σ and then
instantaneously feel an incredibly large force. Resolving this behaviour would require
an incredibly fine discretization of time (i.e. a really small time step) or defining some
elastic collision between the hard spheres. For simulations such as the ones in this
thesis, it is much more desirable to define continuous forces. A comparison between
the two potentials is shown in Figure 1.4.













Figure 1.4: Comparison between the LJ and WCA potentials. The grey dashed line
represents the line at U = 0. The black dashed line corresponds to the location of
the minimum in the LJ potential at r = rc.








where the angle θ is the angle formed by three consecutive monomers, and kangle is
the stiffness of the spring. This potential ensures that there is an energetic cost for
deviating from a rest angle of π radians. The stiffness of the angle bond can be related
to the persistence length of the polymer via `p ≈ kanglekBT [20], thus the persistence length
of the chain can be modified by varying the stiffness of the angle bond. The net effect
of WCA, FENE, and the angle potential is shown schematically in Figure 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of the WCA, FENE, and harmonic angle potentials
on a coarse-grained polymer.
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1.4.4 Simulation Details
The simulations in this thesis operate in a self-consistent set of units with distance,
mass, and energy as fundamental. The unit of energy (ε) will be taken to be the
thermal energy, kBT , with the units of mass and length will be taken to be the
monomer diameter(σ) and mass (m), respectively.
1.4.4.1 Electrostatics in the Simulation
Each monomer in the simulations is assumed to have unit charge. We make the
assumption that the Debye length is covered by the excluded volume interaction,
thus placing our polymers in a high salt concentration solvent. This means that the
only electrostatic force on the monomers is the one directly exerted by the electric
field.
1.4.4.2 Dynamics in the Simulation
The dynamics of the coarse-grained polymer in the simulations in this thesis are
described by the Rouse theory, as the solvent is implicit and there are no long range
hydrodynamic interactions between different parts of the chain. This means that the





1.4.4.3 Tuning Simulations to Experiment
We can tune certain aspects of the simulation to match experimental conditions. For
example, setting the monomer width fixes all other length scales in the system since
they are all expressed in units of σ. However, matching the voltage (and therefore
the electric field strength) is slightly more complicated as it plays a role in the drift-
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diffusion balance in the system and can’t be directly set by deriving the appropriate
unit using mass, energy, and length. If we were to derive the voltage directly we would
have to tune the effective charge density on the chain, which would then inform the
effect the field has on the polymer. However, as noted in the solution electrostatics
section previously, getting the charge distribution on the polymer is a very compli-
cated problem, and specific solutions only exist in certain narrow limits [26]. To get
around these complicating factors, we set the charge on every monomer to unity,
and to get the voltage we instead directly match the drift-diffusion balance between
experiment and simulation, as outlined by de Haan et al. [10]. The balance between






where v is the characteristic velocity, L the characteristic length, and D the charac-
teristic diffusion coefficient.
The diffusion coefficient is something that can be measured in both experiment
and simulation, the characteristic velocity is set as the drift velocity of the polymer,
and the characteristic length is usually taken as some representative chain contour
length. The drift velocity, although easy to obtain in simulations, is not directly
measured in experiments. Instead, experiments measure the mobility of the polymer,





where ∆V is the voltage drop and L is the same length as above. In the simulations
the mobility is simply µ = 1/ζ. In experiments, the mobility of the molecule depends
on the concentration and the type of salt added to the solution.
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By matching the Péclet number between simulation and experiment, we obtain
an expression for the simulation voltage







This approach to obtaining the voltage does not account for the fact that semiflex-
ible polymers have an energy cost for bending. As a result, the voltage obtained from
this analysis gives a good order of magnitude estimate for what the simulation voltage
should be, but not an exact value as it usually needs to be increased by ≈ 30%(or
more, depending on pore size) in order to match reference experimental occurrences
of folded translocations.
1.4.4.4 Mapping timescales
As we are interested in measuring translocation times, we need a way to map the
times we obtain in the simulations to the ones observed in experiment. We obtain








where the brackets contain the units. Similarly to the voltage calculation, we can












These equations above relate simulation units to SI units. In practice, we fix the
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value of σ and ζ and use these equations for obtaining values that can be compared
to experiment.
1.4.4.5 Bond-Crossing
Figure 1.6: Schematic depiction of bond crossing. The green particles should not be
able of cross the red bond. The dark lines red represents standard FENE bonds and
dark green represent bonds that are not allowed.
The values for the constants in FENE will be chosen such that they prevent errors
in the polymer topology known as bond crossing. As the name implies, bond crossing
occurs when the bond connecting two monomers crosses the bond connecting two
different monomers, as shown in Figure 1.6. In reality, this would never occur as
bonds cannot cross one another.
If allowed to happen, bond crossing introduces a significant source of error as the
polymer is able to instantaneously adopt conformations that would normally require
a long time to achieve. In our nanopore systems the conformation of the polymer
plays an important role as the chain interacts with the membrane, and bond crossing
would allow for non-physical conformations to advance through the nanopore.
In this thesis we will use the values for FENE that were found to minimize bond
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crossing by Kremer and Grest [15]. These values are k = 30kBT/σ
2 and rmax = 1.5σ.
Grest and Kremer [15] found that this spring constant did not allow for the maximum
extension of the bond to be greater than 1.2σ at ε = 1kBT [15]. Given that our
simulations will be for semiflexible chains, the angle bond also assists in preventing
bond crossing by rendering it even further energetically unfavourable. The net effect
of combining the WCA and FENE potentials is shown in Figure 1.7. The most salient
feature of Figure 1.7 is that the equilibrium bond length for pairs of monomers in the
chain is ≈ 0.97.














Figure 1.7: Combination of the WCA and FENE potentials at the values of Grest
and Kremer [15]. The black dashed line corresponds to the maximum extension of
the bond. The WCA and Harmonic spring potential is added for comparison.
1.4.4.6 Numerical Integration
The dynamics of the polymer model presented thus far are obtained by simultaneously
solving the Langevin equation for all the monomers in a chain. This leads to N
coupled stochastic differential equations which must be integrated numerically.
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A very common numerical integration algorithm is the velocity Verlet algorithm
[40]. Given initial positions and velocities, as well as a timestep ∆t, the algorithm
updates the states of the particles using





vi(t+∆t) = vi(t) +
1
2
[ai(t+∆t) + ai(t)]∆t (1.46)
where vi and ai are the velocity and acceleration of the ith particle, and ri the
position. The specific version of the above algorithm used for this thesis, known as
the half-step velocity Verlet, is conducted in the following steps:
1. At time t, compute the net force on each monomer,Fi(t), using xi(t) and vi(t).
Compute the acceleration, ai(t) = Fi(t)/mi.
2. For each monomer compute the half-step velocities, vi(t +
1
2








4. Recompute forces and accelerations with the updated positions.








In this thesis the HOOMD-blue [1] software package was used for the numerical
integration as well as the implementation of the interactions between monomers.
Although other software packages exist, the main advantage of HOOMD is that it
can run entirely on GPUs, which significantly speeds up calculations.
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1.4.4.7 Boundary Conditions
For the nanopore systems presented in the articles included in this thesis, the polymer
interacts with a membrane containing a cylindrical hole. The membrane is modelled
as a planar reflecting wall, with the interior walls of the nanopore also being reflecting.
In the HOOMD-blue software package [1], there are no pre-made nanopore ge-
ometries. As a result, the geometry had to be defined as a valid interaction at the
GPU level. The nanopore was implemented using WCA potentials to define repul-
sive interactions with the reflecting walls that represent the pore and the membrane.
These forces are calculated as if the membrane and the nanopore were made from
infinitely many particles of unit size, such that there is a complete covering of their
surface. The code used to generate the nanopore, as well as some additional details,
can be found in Appendix C.
1.5 Literature Review
The physics of translocation through a pore has been the subject of intense research
over the past few decades with hundreds of articles in experiment, simulation, and
theory [27, 32]. The growth of the field has also lead to a considerable amount of
research in nanopore fabrication and engineering. Current research experiments in
the fields seeks to improve aspects of nanopores in order to reduce the variability
inherent to the translocation process. In theory and simulation, ongoing work seeks
to validate theoretical models and reproduce experimental results in order to gain
insight on certain aspects of the problem that are poorly understood. In the following
sections we will review some key results.
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1.5.1 Experimental studies
There are several review papers [42, 27] that summarize the successes of nanopore
translocation experiments as well as future prospects. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, the first use of nanopores as DNA sequencing devices was [19] using biological
nanopores. However, over the years synthetic nanopores have become the preferred
method of conducting translocation experiments as they can be tuned to specific
applications [27].
1.5.2 Simulation and Theoretical Studies.
The vast majority of theoretical and simulation research is done on freely jointed
chains with excluded volume [32]. Although the focus of this thesis is on semiflexible
polymers, it is instructive to review key ideas from the literature of freely jointed
chains as there are some overlaps in concepts.
Much like experimental studies, theoretical and simulation work in the field is
interested in the scaling laws of various quantities as a function of chain length. A
key idea from theory is that the process of a polymer translocation through a pore
can be decomposed into two stages: capture and translocation. In the capture stage,
the polymer diffuses around in solution following its placement in the device. After
some time the chain makes contact with the nanopore and eventually enters the pore.
The translocation stage is the motion of the chain while it is inside the nanopore up
until it wholly crosses the membrane.
1.5.2.1 Unbiased Translocation
Early theoretical work was done on unbiased translocation, where the polymer pas-
sively enters the nanopore to initiate translocation. Work carried out by Sung and
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Park [36] in 1996, describes translocation as the result of a stochastic process and
modeled the polymer as a very long ideal chain. They were able to quantify the
notion of an energy barrier needed for translocation. The free energy barrier idea
rested on the fact that the polymers conformation is affected by interactions with
the membrane, thus leading to a reduction in its entropy. Muthukumar [25] further
extended the results of Sung and Park [36] to real chains.
Both studies were analytic in nature and used the Fokker-Planck (FP) formalism[26],
which uses free energy functions to analyse the dynamics. A key assumption in the
FP method is that while translocation occurs the segments of the chain that are
not translocating remain in equilibrium (i.e. the translocation stage is quasi-static).
However, this picture is incorrect, as it implies that the translocation time is shorter
than the relaxation time for long chains, which is in contradiction with the initial
assumption [6].
Following these results the field saw a huge body of simulation literature attempt-
ing to find the scaling of translocation time as a function of chain length. Surprisingly,
simulation studies kept finding different scaling exponents leading to a lack of con-
sensus on the underlying physics. Work by de Haan and Slater [9] showed that the
origin of the differing scaling laws was the variance in simulation conditions and were
able to reconcile the apparent discrepancies in literature.
1.5.2.2 Driven Translocation
The addition of an external field driving the polymer and facilitating translocation
lead to further surges in research. The external force changes the scaling of the
translocation time and so a theoretical picture was highly sought after. To predict
the scaling the quasi static approach was once again invoked. In contrast to unbi-
ased translocation, where the energy barrier is rather flat, the addition of a force
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tilts the energy landscape. Thus, in the quasi static picture, translocation is com-
pletely dominated by drift at large forces. Of course, since unbiased translocation
was non-equilibrium, driven translocation is likely to also have non-equilibrium ef-
fects. The field again saw a surge of simulation articles trying to find the scaling of
the translocation time. Once again, differing methodologies lead to wildly different
scaling exponents.
1.5.2.3 Tension Propagation
The idea of tension propagation, an analytic theory proposed by Sakaue [29] and
eventually refined by Ikonen et al. [18], provided resolution to the search of scaling
exponents for driven translocation. The primary insight behind the theory of tension
propagation is that if the chain is in an equilibrium conformation at the beginning
of translocation, the effect of the external force is only felt by the parts of the chain
local to the pore. The perturbation on the chain then propagates through the chain
as a wave of tension with finite speed, leaving a portion of the chain at equilibrium
at the onset of translocation. Using both analytic and numerical techniques, Ikonen
et al. [18] finalized the theory of tension propagation, finding that the length of the
chain and its interactions with the pore have a great impact on the dynamics and
recovering excellent agreemnt with previous results. Furthermore, Ikonen et al. [18]
demonstrated that experiments and simulations work with chain lengths that are
too short to approximate the long chain regime, which is a common assumption in
theoretical results.
1.5.2.4 Capture
So far we have dicussed the translocation stage but have neglected discussing the
capture stage. In both unbiased and driven translocation, capture can be readily
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ignored under the assumption that the polymer initiates translocation in an equilib-
rium conformation. For this reason, the majority of simulation studies do not include
capture. However, recent simulation work has called into question the validity of the
equilibrium assumption. The application of an external field would result in tension
propagating along the polymer prior to reaching the nanopore. The resulting confor-
mational changes would render the translocation dynamics far from equilibrium.
Simulation work by Farahpour et al. [13] found that, for freely jointed chains, the
chain conformations are impacted by the interplay of two effects: the electrophoretic
force pulling the polymer toward the pore, and the non-linear dependence of the elec-
tric field on distance. Simulating many different chain lengths, they found that these
effects induce elongated conformations on the chain, resulting in different translo-
cation dynamics. In 2016, Vollmer and de Haan [41] explicitly tested the inclusion
of capture in translocation simulations for freely jointed chains. They compared
translocation results for what they term as the standard [32] and capture protocols,
schematically shown in Figure 1.8. Vollmer and de Haan [41] found that the inclusion
of capture greatly changes confromation of the chain at the onset of translocation
with the polymers adopting elongated conformations. These conformational changes
result in very different scaling exponents for translocation time between the two pro-
tocols. Moreover, they found that the drift-diffusion balance also alters the dynamics.
They observed that stronger forces lead to more elongated conformations, and there-
fore longer translocation times, changing the scaling exponents again. Vollmer and
de Haan [41] conclude that it is not just the translocation stage that is not in equilib-
rium but the entire process. This thesis expands on this work by studying the effects
of capture on the translocation dynamics of semiflexible chains.
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Figure 1.8: Simplified schematic overview of the two different simulation protocols
for driven translocation.
1.5.2.5 Semiflexible chains
Most of the experimental literature for nanopore translocation uses double stranded
DNA. As discussed before, due its high rigidity, dsDNA is best described by the
wormlike chain model. The wormlike chain model incorporates the rigidity of the
molecule as directional correlations between monomers resulting in a semiflexible
chain. Although the freely jointed chain has been the subject of a very large amount
of research, the same is not true for semiflexible chains. There are two primary reasons
for this. The first is that a lot of experiments use very long double stranded DNA
(λ−DNA) which is well approximated by a freely jointed chain. The second reason is
that the directional correlations make the theoretical treatment of the translocation
of semiflexible chains much harder to carry out, resulting in difficulty interpreting
results.
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The earliest study of semiflexible chains in the context of nanopore translocation
was by Bhattacharya [3] in 2012, where they explored the mean first passage times
of the monomers of the chain in two dimensions using simulations. Bhattacharya [3]
found that in two dimensions, the theory of tension propagation does not account
for the dynamics of semiflexible chains. However, certain aspects of the theory (such
as the tension wave) are still present. In 2017, Sarabadani et al. [30] were able to
modify the equations of tension propagation to describe the dynamics of the chain
as it is being pulled through the nanopore in the standard protocol. Their modifica-
tion allowed them to recover the scaling regimes for the power law behaviour of the
translocation time for constant persistence length. They showed that their predicted
values for the scaling exponent provide good agreement with experiments.
In 2018, Suhonen and Linna [35] studied the effect of rigidity on the dynamics of
driven semiflexible translocation using simulations. They found that the translocation
time increases as the persistence length increases. They found that the polymer
segment on the trans side of the pore has a large effect on the dynamics as when it
buckles the friction felt by that part of the chain is reduced. This is an effect that
does not occur in the freely jointed chain, where the behaviour of the chain segment
in the cis side dominates the dynamics. Furthermore, they showed that in the limit of
long chains the freely jointed behaviour is recovered. Recent work by Wu et al. [43] in
2019 explored the non-equilibrium nature of semiflexible chain translocation. Using
simulations with the standard protocol they showed that, at all persistence lengths,
semiflexible chains are not in equilibrium during translocation. They found that at
very high persistence lengths, the non-equilibrium effects on translocation diminish.
They identified the criterion for this transition in the dynamics to be the radius of
gyration being smaller than the persistence length of the chain. They attribute the
transition to the increased viscous drag experienced by the monomers in stiffer chains
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due the increased strength in the correlations. Their results on the scaling of the
translocation time with increasing persistence length were similar to the findings of
Suhonen and Linna [35].
1.6 Presentation of the thesis
The goal of this thesis is to contribute to our understanding of the nanopore translo-
cation dynamics of semiflexible polymers. As we’ve been seeing, the translocation of
polymers through nanopores is a complex problem with many avenues to explore, as
there are a variety of factors that may affect the dynamics of the chain. The arti-
cles presented in this thesis (Chapters 2 - 4) were either published or submitted to
peer-reviewed journals during the course of my degree. The list below summarizes
the main findings of each article.
Chapter 2 K. Kastritis, M. Magill, H. W. de Haan. Diffusion-Limited Dynamics of
Semiflexible Polymer Translocation with Capture To be Submitted
As mentioned in previous sections, current literature indicates that the capture
process is certain to have an effect on the translocation dynamics. However,
simulations with the capture process included are few as it can be computation-
ally expensive (especially at low voltage). In addition, the standard simulation
protocol for polymer translocation, the quasi-static picture, is very successful
and can faithfully provide insight on certain phenomena. As such, capture is
often omitted from simulations studies under the assumption that the polymer
is already threaded into the nanopore. Various articles [16, 13, 41] show that
for driven translocation of the freely jointed chain, capture can introduce non-
equilibrium conformations. However, little work is done on the effects of the
capture process on semiflexible chain dynamics
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The goal of the work presented in chapter 2 is to study in detail how the process
of capture by a nanopore affects the dynamics of translocation for semiflexible
polymers. We model the polymer using a the wormlike chain model, and stan-
dard coarse-grained Langevin dynamics [32] along with an analytic expression
for the electric field Farahpour et al. [13]. We use nine different pore radii and
three different persistence lengths and observe great variability in the translo-
cation dynamics. Restricting our attention to three limits of pore sizes (small,
medium, large) for the manuscript, we explore the origin of the variability and
classify the types of events observed in our translocation time distributions.
We find the presence of non-equilibrium conformations due to the electric field
to be responsible for the variation with pore width, primarily by stretching
the chain as it moves toward the nanopore. Counter-intuitively, these non-
equilibrium conformations dominate the conformation space as the pore size
increase, whereas one would normally expect folded conformations to do so due
to the ease of overcoming the bending energy needed to fold through the pore.
Moreover, we find that the primary effect of varying the persistence length is
determining at what pore size folded conformations start being possible. In ad-
dition, we find that our classification is robust across persistence lengths. The
results we obtain highlight the importance of the capture process for semiflexible
chains and further, the non-equilibrium nature of nanopore translocation.
Chapter 3 Kyle Briggs, Gregory R. Madejski, Martin Magill, Konstantinos Kas-
tritis, Hendrick W. de Haan, James L. McGrath, Vincent Tabard-Cossa DNA
Translocations through Nanopores under Nanoscale Preconfinement ACS Nano
Letters 18 (2017), no. 2, 660-668.
Chapter 3 is the first article in our collaboration with the Tabard-Cossa lab at
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Figure 1.9: 3D render of the nanofiltered nanopore device in operation for standard
translocation experiments.
the University of Ottawa [5]. In this work we used our models for semiflexible
polymer translocation to gain insight on the dynamics of DNA in a nanofiltered
nanopore device. Unlike standard nanopores where a single membrane with a
nanoscopic hole separate two chambers, the nanofilered nanopore devices intro-
duces a nanoporous filter in series with a standard nanopore, separated by a
spacer which serves as a cavity for the polymers to enter, as shown in Figure 1.9.
The design of the device, as well as the materials used for the nanofilter, pre-
vent direct measurements across the filter. Thus, current traces may only be
obtained at the standard pore, aptly called the sensing pore. Due to this lim-
ited experimental resolution, we use simulations to gain insight on the physics
of DNA moving through the device. As in the previously described article, we
use the wormlike chain model with Langevin dynamics. For the electric field in
this device we use finite element methods to solve Laplaces equation and obtain
a numerical solution on a mesh.
Consistent with the experimental results, we find a minimum in the coefficient
of variation for the translocation time, indicating that the presence of the filter
eliminates the dependence of the translocation time distributions on pore size.
Through simulations we discover that the nanofilter induces a transition in the
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dynamics by virtue of preconfinement. For chains with contour length much
smaller than the height of the cavity, the filter is mostly negligible as they behave
like rods and freely diffuse in the system. As the contour length of the chain
becomes larger than the height of the cavity, part of the chain can still be in the
filter at the onset of translocation through the sensing pore resulting in longer
translocation times due the increased drag. For chains with contour length
between the two regimes, the filter only stretches the polymer thus allowing for
significantly reduced variation in the translocation times and therefore providing
an explanation for the origin of the minimum in the coefficient of variation.
Figure 1.10: 3D render of the nanofiltered nanopore device in operation as an entropic
cage for dsDNA.
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Chapter 4 Michelle H. Lam, Kyle Briggs, Konstantinos Kastritis, Martin Mag-
ill, Gregory R. Madejski, James L. McGrath, Hendrick W. de Haan, Vincent
Tabard-Cossa Entropic Trapping of DNA with a Nanofiltered Nanopore Ac-
cepted for publication in ACS Applied Nano Materials
Chapter 4 presents our second article in collaboration with the Tabard-Cossa
lab. This time we investigate the viability of a modified nanofiltered nanopore
device as an entropic cage for DNA. In contrast to the article in Chapter 3, the
device here has a larger cavity and smaller filter pores. This design allows for
experimentation with larger molecules. The device has two modes of operation:
diffusive trapping and driven trapping. Our simulation work focuses on the
diffusive trapping mode. In this mode, the molecules were loaded into the device
from the sensing pore. Once loading was complete, the voltage was turned off for
up to 30 seconds. During that time the DNA would either escape or remain in
the cavity. Unexpectedly, while long DNA strands (7 kbp) remained trapped for
the times tested, the shortest DNA strand (1.2 kbp) exhibited leakage through
the filter. To investigate this phenomenon we perform simulations of the device.
Conducting many-body simulations for 30 seconds of real time is challenging to
do directly. Instead, we use an effective multiscale approach. We decompose the
motion of the polymer into two regimes; one close to the filter pore and one in
the bulk of the cavity. As the internal degrees of freedom of the chain become
important near the nanofilter we use the wormlike chain model and coarse-
grained Langevin dynamics to obtain the probability of a polymer performing
unbiased translocation through the mebrane before diffusing away from the
nanofilter. In the bulk of the cavity we model the DNA molecules as single
particles representing their center of mass with their motion given by Brownian
dynamics. We couple the two simulations by a special boundary condition on
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the Brownian dynamics side of the simulations.
From the simulations, and TEM image analysis, we find that the escape dy-
namics in the device are governed by a population of large, merged pores on the
nanofilter. Moreover, we find that small pores offer a negligible contribution to
the escape rate as only a handful of merged pores are needed for the simulations
to have good agreement with the experimental results. The presence of these
merged pores is a consequence of the manufacturing process for the nanofilter,
indicating that it can be tuned to be advantageous for the desired application.
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Chapter 2
Dynamics of Semiflexible Polymer
Translocation with Capture
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I. ABSTRACT
The passage of double stranded DNA through solid-
state nanopores is an ever growing field in biophysics re-
search, with many promising technological applications.
However, the physics of semi-rigid molecules undergoing
nanopore translocation is not very well understood. In
this work we use Molecular Dynamics to look at the effect
of the capture process on the translocation dynamics of
semiflexible polymers. We examine the distributions of
the translocation time and how they vary as a function
of pore radius. In particular, we explore how changing
the pore radius, in addition to the inclusion of capture,
results in non-equilibrium conformations at the onset of
translocation. We classify the resulting conformations
and observe that non-equilibrium conformations domi-
nate as the radius of the pore increases.
II. INTRODUCTION
Nanopores have been the subject of intense study for
nearly twenty years due to their promising biomedi-
cal applications [1]. The seminal work carried out by
Kasianowicz et al. [2] showed that DNA could be driven
through a biological nanopore and paved the way for con-
trolled molecular transport across membranes. The ex-
perimental concepts of translocation for single molecule
manipulation were then extended to solid-state artificial
nanopores [3] that could be applied to various problems,
with DNA sequencing being the most notable [4].
Nanopore translocation has also been the subject of a
significant amount of theoretical and numerical work [5].
Concepts from polymer physics allow for the description
of complicated macromolecules with mechanical models
of beads connected by springs. Simulations of these ideal-
ized polymers in nanopore systems yield insights on the
physics of the entire process of molecule translocating
though a nanopore.
A significant amount of research in both experiments
and simulation is conducted with driven translocation
[6], using electric fields to drive the molecule towards the
nanopore. Recent work [7, 8] has shown that the process
via which the polymer approaches the nanopore, called
capture, plays an important role in the translocation dy-
namics. Vollmer and de Haan [7] introduce a delineation
∗ Hendrick.deHaan@uoit.ca
between what they term as the standard simulation pro-
tocol and the capture simulation protocol. The stan-
dard simulation protocol is one where the polymer is as-
sumed to be in quasi-static equilibrium prior to initiating
translocation and is therefore initialised with part of the
chain already in the nanopore and the rest of the chain
in equilibrium [5, 6]. In contrast, the capture simulation
protocol posits that the polymer is only in equilibrium
far from the pore and the interaction with the electric
field can lead to non-equilibrium effects. For this reason
the polymer is initialized far away from the membrane
and the process of the electric field pulling the polymer
toward the pore is simulated.
Until recently, most of the theoretical and simulation
work in the field was performed on the freely jointed
chain. The freely jointed model has been a strong ba-
sis for theoretical work, resulting in its dynamics un-
der driven translocation being fully characterised by the
theory of tension propagation [9–11]. The freely jointed
chain is a very successful model in describing molecules
that have low rigidity or are very long. However, in ex-
periments, semiflexible polymers such as double stranded
DNA are of primary interest. A remarkable property of
double stranded DNA is its high rigidity compared to
most other polymers, which is due to its famous double
helix configuration. As such, a description of the dynam-
ics of semiflexible chains is of great interest.
The wormlike chain model [12] is a way of introducing
rigidity into the freely jointed chain via directional corre-
lations along the backbone of the polymer. These direc-
tional correlations result in segments of the chain acting
as rods whose stiffness decays as a function of distance
along the polymer. This correlation length is called the
persistence length, `p, of the chain and is intimately re-
lated to the bending energy of the chain. This additional
constraint makes the polymer semiflexible.
One of the earliest studies on the driven translocation
of semiflexible polymers was in two dimensions by Bhat-
tacharya [13]. They explored the mean first passage time
of the monomers and the scaling exponent for the translo-
cation time as a power law in polymer length. They
found that the freely jointed tension propagation theory
can still describe certain aspects of semiflexible chains.
More recently, work by Sarabadani et al. [14] explored
the universal scaling exponents of semiflexible chains in
three dimensions and provided a modified tension prop-
agation model for the dynamics of the process. Work by
Suhonen and Linna [15] further investigated the effect of
rigidity on the process by varying the friction felt by the
monomers in addition to varying the driving force. They
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found that the overall scaling of the parameters changes
significantly from the freely jointed version. Work by
Wu et al. [16], showed the effect of rigidity on the scaling
behaviour of the translocation time. They found that,
in the standard protocol, although semiflexible polymers
are not in equilibrium during translocation, they experi-
ence weaker non-equilibrium effects at very large persis-
tence lengths, with their radius of gyration being close to
the equilibrium value.
Semiflexible chains were also used in simulations of
proof-of-concept sorting by micro-channel nanopores in
work by Magill et al. [17]. There, capture was included
but the details of the process and its effect on the dy-
namics were not explored.
In previous work conducted by the authors [18], semi-
flexible chains were used to simulate a more faithful
DNA model to the experimental setup of a nanofiltered
nanopore device. A transition was found from the rod-
like limit to semiflexibility that minimizes the variation
in translocation times. Interestingly, the transition was
present, although more subtle, even when the nanofilter
was not in the device (i.e. when it was just a nanopore).
In this manuscript, we present simulations of the dy-
namics of the capture and translocation of semiflexible
polymers. We explored in detail how variations in pore
width affect the conformations of the chains at all stages
of the translocation process. Further, we investigated the
effect of rigidity on the conformations available to chain
at the onset of translocation, and how these affect the
subsequent dynamics.
III. METHODOLOGY
Simulations were conducted using standard coarse-
grained Langevin dynamics (LD) [6] with a wormlike
chain model composed of N spherical monomers. The
drag experienced by the monomers is given by Stoke’s
law. The thermal fluctuations due to solvent interac-
tions are implicitly modelled with a noise term added to







where ζ is the drag coefficient and kBT is the thermal
energy. The gradient term encodes all other forces in the
system. The fluctuation term ~ξ(t) is a noise function that
satisfies
〈~ξ(t)〉 = 0, (2)
〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = δijδ(t− t′). (3)
The velocity Verlet algorithm was used to evolve the sys-
tem in time, using the numerical implementation found
in the HOOMD-blue molecular dynamics software pack-
age for the Python language [19, 20].
The bonds between adjacent pairs of particles were












where the constants k and rmax represent the stiffness
and the maximum possible extension of the bond, respec-
tively. The repulsive interaction between monomers was













+ ε r < rc
0 r ≥ rc
, (5)
where ε is the interaction strength, σ the monomer diam-
eter and rc = 2
1/6σ the cut-off distance. Chain stiffness






where the angle θ is the angle formed by any three con-
secutive monomers along the chain.
All units in the simulations were derived from a self-
consistent set of units with length, mass, and energy as
fundamental. The units of mass and length were taken
to be the diameter (σ) and mass (m) of a monomer. The
unit of energy was chosen to be the thermal energy, kBT .
Within this system of units, time is measured by tsim =
σ
√
m/kBT . The value of σ in the simulations was set to
unity with its equivalent value in real units chosen to be
5nm. The drag coefficient, ζ, was also set to unity.
The persistence length of the polymer is `p ≈ kanglekBT σ
[21]. The persistence length of the chain was set to `p =
10σ unless otherwise noted. In our choice of parameters
the persistence length of double stranded DNA (≈ 50 nm)
corresponds to 10σ. The parameters of the FENE bond
were set to k = 30kBT/σ
2 and rmax = 1.5σ in order to
minimize bond crossing [22].
The geometry for a pore in a membrane is a custom
implementation in HOOMD-blue. WCA forces were used
to define the repulsive monomer-membrane interaction.
For these calculations the radial distance was computed
from the center of the spherical monomer to the nearest
point in the membrane. Due to the nature of the excluded
volume interaction with the membrane the effective ra-
dius of the nanopore was defined as reff = rnominal − σ2 .
The effective thickness of the membrane was defined as
teff = tnominal + σ.
A total of two thousand translocation events were col-
lected for each simulation conducted. The metrics pre-
sented in this work were obtained for a range of effective
pore radii (0.60σ ≤ rp ≤ 4.5σ) and for three different
persistence lengths (`p = 1σ, 10σ, 20σ). The pore thick-
ness was fixed to teff = 1σ. The length of the polymer
was fixed at N = 100σ across all simulations.
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A. Electric field model
To model the effect of the applied voltage across the
membrane, we used the method developed by Kowalczyk
et al. [23]. In particular, we use the same implementa-
tion of this method as Farahpour et al. [8] used to ex-
amine chain elongation. In this approach, the nanopore
is approximated by a one sheeted hyperboloid in oblate
spheroidal coordinates. The corresponding potential for
the electric field through such a pore is obtained by solv-
ing Laplace’s equation yielding




where V0 is the fixed voltage drop across the system.










FIG. 1. View of the potential in a cross-section of the pore
geometry. The color corresponds to the values of Φ as ob-
tained from Equation 7 transformed into cylindrical coordi-
nates, where R is radius from the center of the pore and Z
the height from the center of the pore. For this image, the
radius of the pore was set to rp = 1, and the applied voltage
was V0 = 10.
As shown in Figure 1, this potential models the electric
field through a small aperture in a membrane when the
effective thickness is vanishingly small. The density of
equipotential lines show intensity. The field becomes very
strong inside the pore and the potential decays as a r−1
relative to the pore.
B. Deformation Radius
To model the capture process, we initialise the poly-
mers at a sufficient distance from the pore that the elec-
tric field would not significantly deform their conforma-
tions from equilibrium. The equilibrium average radius

















where Lc is the contour length of the chain Doi and
Edwards [12]. To determine the initialisation distance,
simulations were conducted with the polymer 150σ from
the mouth of the nanopore. Recall that the polymer
length used here is 100σ. The deformation of the chain
is measured as it evolves in time under the influence of
the field. The simulation is terminated when a single
monomer reaches the nanopore.
We measured the deformation of the chain via the com-
ponent of its gyration tensor directed from the pore to its
center of mass. We call this radial radius of gyration. For
these simulations, the middle monomer is fixed to only
move in the central axis of the nanopore with the rest of
the chain behaving as normal. Figure 2 shows the radial
radius of gyration as a function of the distance from the
radially closest monomer in the chain to the mouth of
the pore, rmin.
As shown in Figure 2, the mean radial radius of gy-
ration increases significantly beyond fluctuations from
the equilibrium value as the polymer approaches the
nanopore, indicative of the chain becoming stretched due
to the electric field. Additionally, Figure 2 suggests that
when the chain is placed 150σ from the pore, there is a
selection bias and chains with low Rradialg at placement
diffuse further away and remain coiled relative to the
nanopore, as the effects of the electric field diminish.











FIG. 2. Rradialg binned by the radial distance rmin of the
monomer closest to the nanopore. The black dashed line rep-
resents one third of the radius of gyration of the worm like
chain calculated with Equation 8 which corresponds to being
at an equilibrium conformation in the direction radial to the
pore.
C. Equilibration
In a separate simulation, with no electric field or
nanopore present, the chain was equilibrated with its
middle monomer fixed in space while the remaining
monomers are allowed to diffuse. The polymer is allowed
to equilibrate for teql = 10(N`p)
2 at a reduced friction
coeffient, ζ∗ = 0.1ζ. A database of ten thousand equilib-




FIG. 3. Schematic detailing the protocol used to conduct the
simulations. The polymer begins in an equilibrated confor-
mation with the monomer closest to the pore at rplacement. If
the entire chain is further than rdiffused away from the mouth
of the nanopore, the event is terminated and restarted with
a new equilibrium conformation. A polymers first contact
with the nanopore is designated by any monomer being within
rcontact. First/Last thread occur when any part of the chain
enters the trans side of the membrane.
The procedure used to conduct the simulations is illus-
trated in Figure 3. Each stage is described below.
Placement: At the beginning of the simulation a ran-
dom equilibrium conformation is chosen from the
database. The monomer radially closest to the
nanopore is placed on a hemisphere of radius
rplacement centered at the pore with the rest of the
chain translated accordingly. Following placement,
the system is evolved via LD with the electric field
present. The placement radius, rplacement, for a
chain is defined as the last intersection of the curves
in Figure 2 with the equilibrium value.
Diffused Into Bulk: Should at any time the entire
chain diffuse too far away from the pore, the event
is considered a failure, and the chain is re-initialized
by picking another equilibrium conformation. The




Contact: The chain is determined to have made con-
tact with the nanopore if any monomer is within
the contact radius. The contact radius was that
of a hemisphere centered around the mouth of
the nanopore. The numerical value chosen was
rcontact = 6σ and was kept constant across pore
sizes. See Appendix A for more details.
First/Last Thread: Prior to beginning the transloca-
tion process, the polymer can partially thread into
the pore but subsequently retract to the cis cham-
ber without translocating. The first such attempt
at threading made by the chain is defined as first
thread and the last successful attempt is defined
as the last thread. Note that first thread and last
thread can be the same event if there are no retrac-
tions to the cis side of the membrane.
Post-Translocation: After the last monomer has suc-
cessfully moved to the trans side of the membrane,
the event is termed successful and the simulation
for that polymer terminates.
At all stages listed above the components of the radius
of gyration were recorded. For every successful event we
obtained the translocation time, the time of first contact
and the times of first and last thread, with the translo-
cation time computed from the time of last thread. In
addition, the indices of the monomers that initiated con-
tact, first thread, and last thread were recorded.
The thread and contact monomers indices were used to
define the normalized thread and contact locations along
the chain, respectively. Following a procedure similar to
[24], we sought to compute a normalized location along
the chain by decomposing it in a short arm and a long
arm. Because the chain is symmetric, one arm is always
closer to an end. However, in contrast to their work,
where charge deficits had to be used to infer the decom-
position, we directly use the monomer indices to deter-
mine the length of the short (lshort) and the long arm
(llong). Taking the length of each arm, the normalized





For the two smallest pores (0.60σ, 1.1σ) some filtering
of the data was necessary due to polymers diffusing far
from the pore even after contact, more details can be




















FIG. 4. Distributions of translocation times through the
nanopore for various pore radii at `p = 10.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of translocation time
at various pore radii. At rp = 0.6σ, the smallest pore
examined, the distribution is unimodal with a long tail.
As pore radius increases, a transition from long-tailed
unimodal distribution to bimodal distributions can be
seen.
In this section we will be examining simulations with
three representative pore sizes ( with numerical values
corresponding to the limits of small, medium, and large)
to classify the events that generate the behaviour ob-
served in Figure 4. We will show that the peaks actually
best described by four subpopulations some of which were
given names.
Figure 6 shows several quantities as functions of
translocation time in all three cases. The first row shows
the distributions of translocation times for these pore
sizes. The second row shows which part of the chain first
contacted the nanopore. The third row shows the time
a polymer takes to go from first contact to last thread.
The fourth row shows the part of the chain that last at-
tempted to initiate translocation. The last row shows
the radial radius of gyration of the polymer at the time
of last thread.
We first examine the behaviour of the polymers in the
small pore at rp = 0.6σ. Because of the small pore ra-
dius, all events threaded by an end (Figure 6b) regardless
of the monomer that initiated first contact(Figure 6d).
The waiting time (Figure 6c) paints an interesting pic-
ture - fast translocation events wait longer between con-
tact and last thread while slow translocation events wait
for a much shorter amount of time. This trend is sugges-
tive of the polymer having drastically different conforma-
tions at the onset of translocation between the two types
of events, as we know that stretched chains take longer
to translocate. Indeed, looking at Figure 6e we see that
events with long translocation times and short waiting
times have significantly larger radial radius of gyration
at the onset of translocation (i.e. at last thread), indi-
cating stretched conformations. In contrast, events with
fast translocation time have increasingly longer waiting
times. In these waiting times the polymers become com-
pressed against the nanopore, as evidenced by the radial
radius of gyration in Figure 6e. Thus, we can readily
identify two types of events. We classified events with
long waiting times and fast translocations as “slow thread
– fast translocation” events. Consequently, events that
exhibit short waiting times and slow translocation were
classified as “fast thread – slow translocation” events.
Next, we look at a medium pore with rp = 1.1σ. Sim-
ilar to the case of a small pore the waiting time readily
allows us to identify the two broad types of events de-
fined previously (slow thread – fast translocation, fast
thread – slow translocation). Immediately, we can see
that the relative fraction of fast thread – slow transloca-
tion events has increased dramatically compared to the
small pore. However, unlike the small pore, the medium
pore is large enough to allow folded translocation (Fig-
ure 6c). Nevertheless, the folded events behave like the
slow thread – fast translocation events. For this reason,
we classified these folded events as “folded slow thread –
fast translocation”.
Last, we explore the large pore limit with rp = 3.5σ.
Rather surprisingly, the waiting time no longer delin-
eates different types of events, as it remains constant and
small at all translocation times. Indeed, looking at Fig-
ure 6e, the radial radius of gyration distribution, it can
be seen that there were no states where the polymers
were compressed against the pore membrane. Further,
the contact and thread locations are now significantly
correlated at all translocation times, indicating that the
polymers maintain their conformations from first con-
tact. Together, these observations indicate that poly-
mers are successfully translocaing on their first attempts
with little delay. Fast thread – slow translocation events
are still present as recognized by their long transloca-
tion times and elongated conformations, but slow thread
– fast translocation events identified in the case of the
small pore are no longer present in the large pore limit.
At this large pore, folded events are different than be-
fore. They now have a distinct behaviour characterized
by fast translocations and short waiting times. We classi-
fied these events as “fast thread – fast translocation”. At
this pore size we also see rare events with triple monomer
occupancy in the pore at the onset of translocation (green
lines in Figure 6), as shown in Figure 5. These events
make analysis more complicated at large pores as addi-
tional conformations can emerge.
The fast thread – slow translocation events with Rradialg
close to the equilibrium value in Figure 6o are the result
of chains in conformations where both ends experience
similar forces dragging them towards the pore. Given
that at larger pores the electric field extends further and
polymers retain their conformation at first contact during
last thread, these conformations have a smaller Rradialg .
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FIG. 5. Snapshot of a triple occupancy event from the simu-
lations. These events have fast translocation times as a large
part of the chain gets pulled through the pore at once.
Rather counterintuitively, fast thread – slow transloca-
tion events dominate the translocation time distribu-
tions, when one might expect fast-fast events to be more
prominent, as it is easier to overcome the bending en-
ergy at larger pores. We attribute this phenomenon to
the presence of the electric field. As the pore size in-
creases, the electric field extends farther and stretches
chains during capture, meaning that the monomer in-
tiating first contact is physically close to the monomer
initiating last thread.
 a)                               f)                                k)
 b)                                g)                                l)
 c)                                h)                               m)
 d)                                i)                                 n)
 e)                                j)                                 o)
FIG. 6. Metrics as a function of translocation time for the successful events in three different pore sizes. a) The distribution of
translocation times, b) the contact location,sc, along the chain, c) the time a chain waited between first contact and last thread,
d) the thread location, st, along the chain, e) the radial radius of gyration,R
radial
g , at the moment of last thread. The colored
lines represent the different classes of events present in the distributions. Grey is the average over all events, blue is only the
single file events, orange is the folded events, and green is events that exhibited triple occupancy in the pore at the onset of
translocation. The shaded regions delineate between fast translocations and slow translocations. The red shading corresponds
to short translocation times and the blue to long translocation times.
The electric field also plays a role in unwrapping poly-
mers in asymmetrically folded conformations as they ap-
proach the nanopore. This counterintuitive effect occurs
due to the smaller arm of the fold experiencing less drag
than the longer arm, which has to pull the remainder of
the chain along. We characterized the magnitude of this
effect by looking at the fraction of events that contacted
the nanopore near the ends of the chain as a function of
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pore radius, as shown in Figure 7. Consistent with our
classification of events, Figure 7 shows that as the pore
size increases so does the fraction of polymers that con-
tact the nanopore close to a free end (sc <= 0.1). This is
suggestive of the polymers adopting non-equilibrium con-
formations. Specifically, the chains are stretched prior to
translocating and remain stretched during translocation.


















1 `p = 10σ
FIG. 7. Percent of contact locations with a value close to the
ends of the chain (sc ≤ 0.1) as a function of pore radius.
B. The Effect of Persistence Length
In addition to varying the pore size, we explored differ-
ent persistence lengths. The classification of events in the
section above remained applicable for the two additional
persistence lengths studied (`p = 1σ, 20σ). Figure 8
shows the percent folding fraction as a function of pore
radius for all three persistence lengths studied.
The most salient feature of Figure 8 is that folded
conformations emerge at different pore sizes for differ-
ent persistence lengths. For stiffer polymers (`p = 20σ)
than those examined in the previous section (`p = 10σ),
the threshold pore size for folding to occur has increased.
Conversely, for less stiff chains, the threshold pore size
has decreased when compared to the previous section.
This is a direct consequence of the bending energy being
a function of persistence length, making it significantly
harder for folded conformations to occur below at cer-
tain pore sizes. Moreover, as persistence length increases
the total fraction of folded events decreases, which we at-
tribute to non-equilibrium conformations becoming more
prominent at larger pores in addition to folding becoming
more difficult.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we explored the capture and translocation
dynamics of semiflexible chains. We showe that increases


















FIG. 8. The fraction of events that initiated translocation in a
folded conformation across pore radii and persistence lengths.
in pore width can affect the conformation of the poly-
mer as it is approaching the pore, leading to different
translocation dynamics. We find that the deformations
imparted by the field on the chain result in conformations
that are not in equilibrium.
We classified the events into four types. In small pores
we find two types of events, slow thread – fast transloca-
tion and fast thread – slow translocation, neither of which
are present in the standard simulation protocol. Slow
thread – fast translocation events have long waiting times
with short translocation times, as they are compressed
against the membrane prior to translocating. Fast thread
– slow translocation events are characterized by elon-
gated conformations, long translocation times, and short
waiting times. As slightly larger pore sizes, both types of
events are still present, but it becomes possible for chains
to fold through the pore. Events folding through medium
pores generally behave as slow thread – fast translocation
events; they fold during the prolonged waiting between
first contact and last thread. Further increases in pore
size eliminate events with long waiting times entirely, as
the barrier to thread after contact becomes negligible.
Fast thread – slow translocation events become the dom-
inant population. Folded events emerge due to the bend-
ing energy being easily overcome at large pores. Due to
their folded conformation, these events have short wait-
ing times and short translocation times. We find this
classification of events to be valid for a range of persis-
tence lengths, with the thresholds for different types of
events changing.
The overall behaviour of the capture and translocation
of semiflexible polymers with increasing pore width is
very rich. Counterintuitively, as pore width increases, a
bias emerges due to the electric field that favors stretched
non-equilibrium conformations. We previously showed
that similar effects can be achieved by pre-confining the
polymer and forcing extended conformations as desired
for various applications [18].
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Appendix A: Polymers that diffuse after contact
Although we expected that the chains would stay near
the nanopore after contact, our choice to keep the con-
tact radius constant across pore radii resulted in that not
being the case for the smallest pores. The chains would
diffuse far away but not so far that they were considered













FIG. 9. The radial distance of the monomer closest to the
pore after contact. The black dashed line corresponds to the
cutoff 〈Rg〉SF .
To understand the magnitude of this occurence we kept
track of the distance the entire polymer had diffused away
from the pore after first contact. Figure 9 shows a his-
togram of the maximum distance the monomer radially
closest to the pore would have over the course of a simu-
lation over all succesfull translocation events. As shown
in Figure 9, most polymers diffuse around the vicinity of
the pore, and only a few tend to drift away. To account
for this, we implemented a cutoff distance. Once the en-
tire polymer diffused past this cutoff distance it would
be counted as a new event. To obtain an estimate of the
cutoff we look to the deformation radius simulation for
the pore size at hand as our main concern is the con-
formation of the chain changing significantly should the
chain move too far. Figure 10 shows the radial radius of
gyration for rp = 1.1σ as a function of rmin.
Upon examining Figure 10 we see that the polymers
radial radius of gyration is mostly the same up to ≈ 15σ
away from the pore. Indeed, if we look at the dashed
line in Figure 9 we see that this cutoff does a good job of
including the fluctuations near the pore while excluding
the long tail of events that diffused further.
Appendix B: Re-defining translocation by an end
The semiflexibility inherent to our polymer model is
not compatible with the simplest definition of translo-
cation by an end (st > 0). Due to the semiflexibility
there are strong correlations between the exact ends of
the chain and several monomers nearest to the ends. For
a better working definition, we relaxed the criterion for
folded translocation to include the monomers nearest to
9











FIG. 10. Rradialg binned by the radial distance rmin of the
monomer closest to the nanopore. The black dashed line rep-
resents one third of the radius of gyration of the worm like
chain calculated with Equation 8 which corresponds to being
at an equilibrium conformation in the direction radial to the
pore.
the ends of the chain. To determine a suitable cutoff,
we looked at the correlation between the first contact lo-
cation and the last thread location only for events that
folded under the simple definition. Figure 11 shows con-
tact location and thread location for events whose thread
location was not the end monomers of the polymers.
As shown in Figure 11, at values lower than st ≈ 0.1
the translocation times are rather high, a feature corre-
sponding to elongated conformations, and they start to
decrease as we move away from that value. Using this
result, we chose our criterion for folding as st ≥ 0.1.



















FIG. 11. The correlation of contact location and thread loca-
tion with the color being the log of translocation time. The
data is filtered to only include events that threaded by any






























Nanopore translocation is an ever growing field with many exciting open questions.
This article-based thesis studies some non-standard problems in the field. It does so
in two ways; First, the studies are conducted with semiflexible polymers, which are
not as well understood as freely jointed chains but are just as important due to the
desire to understand and manipulate double stranded DNA. Second, the articles both
directly and indirectly investigate the effect of the often omitted capture process in
the translocation process.
However, there are still unanswered questions and there can be many extensions
to these studies. In particular, insight gained from our experimental collaboration
has lead to many interesting ideas that are currently the subject of further research.
Given the nature of the thesis the conclusion will be separated in three sections, each
summarising the key results from each article.
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5.1 Semiflexible Polymer Translocation with Cap-
ture
Our study of translocation in Chapter 2 deals with the importance of the capture
process on the conformations of semiflexible polymers, as well as the impact of pore
diameter on the resulting dynamics. The results demostrate that the capture process
has a noticeable effect in the narrow pore limit, and increasing pore size strongly
impacts the translocation time distributions. We devise criteria that allow us to
classify the conformational properties of the polymers at characteristic pore sizes.
At small pore sizes we find that the majority of translocation events have coiled
conformations and spend a lot of time in the vicinity of the pore before translocating.
Given how small the pore is, only a free end can initiate translocation making the
energetic cost rather high. In spite of this, we find a smaller population of polymers
with stretched conformations that find the pore and initiate translocation much faster.
These conformations are the result of the capture process. We classify the criteria
for either case. At intermediate pore sizes we observe the same coiled conformations
as before, but now the chains can sometimes overcome the bending energy needed to
fold through the pore during their long waiting time. The stretched conformations
are still present but are no longer a small subset of the distribution, indicating that
as pore size increases the effects of capture becomes more pronounced. At large pore
sizes, we find that the stretched conformations become the dominant population in
the distribution. This is counterintuitive as one might expect folded conformations
to be dominant due to the ease of bending through larger pores. We find that the
coiled conformations are no longer present as polymers find the nanopore rather
quickly and wait very little time to initiate translocation. The observations we make
indicate that the capture process significantly affects the translocation dynamics of
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semiflexible polymers.
5.2 Standard Translocation in the Nanofiltered Nanopore
Device
Chapter 3 studies the physics of translocation for semiflexible polymers in the Nanofil-
tered nanopore device. We use simulations to gain insight beyond the limits of ex-
perimental resolution. From experiments we observe a transition in the relative error
of the translocation time as a function of polymer length. However, the origin of
this transition is unclear from experiments alone. Our simulations results show that
interactions between the chains and the nanofilter are key. We show that for short
polymers, the filter does not impede their dynamics resulting in the chains freely
diffusing prior to the onset of translocation. At chain lengths longer than the height
of the cavity we show that the filter impedes the motion of the polymer as one end
can thread through the sensing pore while the other end is still translocating through
the filter. At intermediate chain lengths that are shorter than the height of the cavity
but longer than the shortest polymers, the chain can fully enter the cavity before
initiating translocation. However, due to the filter, the conformations of these chains
are consistently elongated with little variation resulting in a low relative error in the
translocation. In other words the minimum in the coefficient of variation occurs at
the transition between rod-like polymers and chains longer than the cavity height.
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5.3 The Nanofiltered Nanopore Device as an En-
tropic Cage
In Chapter 4 we explore the potential of the nanofiltered nanopore device as an
entropic trap for dsDNA. This version of the device has much smaller filter pores than
before and boasts a larger cavity such that it can trap larger molecules. Experimental
results show that the device is a good trap for long DNA strands (up to 10 kbp).
However, chains of medium length (1.2 kbp) are able to escape when, given the new
filter pore sizes, they should remain trapped. Using an effective multiscale simulation
approach we gain insight on why this behaviour was observed. Through analysis of
TEM images of the filter membrane we find that there is a subset of large, merged
pores on the filter. The presence of these pores is a result of the manufacturing
process for the nanofilter. Simulations at different filter pore sizes show that it is
these merged pores that dominate the dynamics of the device while the smaller pores
are mostly negligible. The merged pores can be large enough such that 1.2 kbp chain
lengths can escape through via diffusion at the trapping time used in the experiment.
Additionally, we investigate the trapping efficiency of the device at longer chains,
past the experimental trapping time and find that the device is a good entropic cage.
Furthermore, given that the filter manufacturing can be controlled, the properties of
the trap may be tuned for specific applications.
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Supplementary Section S1: Physical Properties of Nanofilters 
SEM and TEM imaging of sample sections of nanoporous nitride (NPN) material from 
the wafer used for this project reveal that not all of the visible features are through-holes 
(Supplementary Figure S1).  While porosity is calculated to be as high as 20% if all features are 
taken into account (Supplementary Figure S1a), TEM imaging of the pores reveals a porosity of 





Supplementary Figure S1: a) STEM micrograph of NPN with high contrast, showing an apparent 20% porosity. b) 
Closer and lower contrast view of a TEM image of 5% porous NPN, showing partially opened nanopores. c) The 
same image as b), with false color. Only nanopores highlighted in red contribute to the porosity of the wafer. 
Transferring the nanofilter structure using water vapor is a dynamic process, as the 
nanofilter rips and sticks to a target substrate. Applied here, this method provides a simple and 
effective way to fabricate a nanocavity while still allowing fluidic access to the interior space 
(Supplementary Video S1).  Conformal contact is achieved due to the inherent flexibility of such 
a thin material, since the bending resistance for membranes scales with the third power of 
membrane thickness. Despite this flexibility, once the nanofilter is wetted and in close contact 
with the substrate, it is very resistant to meniscus stresses, surviving fluid shear stress from 
wetting and rewetting (Supplementary Video S2). However, if the membrane is not in close 
contact, the membrane can be torn apart on a meniscus of liquid (Supplementary Video S3).  
If the nanofilter is unevenly wetted, wrinkles can form and the gap between the nanofilter 
and the sensing pore can vary. In order to avoid this defect, and to ensure that dsDNA cannot 
shunt the nanofilter by going around the edges, we seal the nanofilter in place by painting PDMS 
by hand around the silicon nitride membrane of the single sensing pore, an example of which is 




Supplementary Figure S2: PDMS is painted over the nanofilter. The central white rectangle is the free-standing 
silicon nitride membrane which will contain the sensing pore. The concentric square is the silicon dioxide spacer, 
containing a hexagonal grid of 1µm microwells. The irregular black area defines the area, which is not covered by 
PDMS. The large dark grey rectangle comprising most of the figure is the nanofilter membrane. 
 
Even though only a single sensing pore is fabricated and consequently only a single 
microwell is active in each device, multiple microwells are necessary for several reasons. As 
discussed above, NPN is an extremely flexible material, able to mould itself around microscopic 
contours. Using 1 µm diameter microwells ensures that the maximal bending displacement of the 
nanofilter within a given microwell is insufficient to contact the sensing membrane, maintaining 
the cavity. Second, the CBD technique is sensitive to exposed area, taking a longer time to 
fabricate pores on small membrane areas1. Using a large number of microwells ensures a 
sufficiently large active membrane area that nanopore fabrication is limited to a few minutes. 
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Finally, the use of multiple microwells ensures that at least one will be wetted easily, though in 
practice wetting is near 100%.  
The electrical resistance of the nanofilter can be calculated simply by assuming each pore 
is a parallel resistor using equation 3 from Kowalczyk et al. 2, giving approximately 100 kΩ per 
oxide microwell. During CBD fabrication, the current through the entire system is on the order 
of 10-100 nA. Assuming that current is divided evenly among the microwells, this results in an 
electrical current per microwell on the order of ~0.1-1 nA, and a corresponding voltage drop 
across the nanofilter of only ~1-10 mV, far too little to have any effect on the nanofilter pore size 
distribution. 
After pore fabrication, the nanofilter remains electrically invisible. A typical sensing pore 
used in this study is between 3-14 nm in diameter, corresponding to a resistance in 3.6M LiCl of 
10-100 MΩ. With a voltage bias of ΔV = 200 mV applied across the entire system, the voltage 
drop across the nanofilter is 10-3-10-2ΔV, and has negligible effect on the electrical response of 
the single sensing pore. The sensing pore can even be conditioned at moderate to high voltages 
to increase its size or tune noise characteristics3 without impacting the pore size distribution of 
the nanofilter.  
Typical I-V responses and PSDs for pores with and without the nanofilter are shown in 
Supplementary Figure S3, demonstrating that the nanofilter has an insignificant effect on the 
electrical properties of the sensing pore. The root-mean-square (RMS) noise at 900 kHz 




Supplementary Figure S3: a,b) I-V response of nanofiltered (a) and control (b) pores, showing linear behavior in 
both cases. c,d) power spectral densities and RMS noise profiles in nanofiltered (c) and control (d) pores. PSDs are 
digitally low-pass Bessel filtered at 900 kHz. The high-frequency spikes (92.5 kHz + harmonics) were later 
identified to be due to a malfunctioning graphics card, but their contribution to the total RMS current noise is 
marginal and thus does not interfere with sensing. 
Supplementary Section S2: Simulation Setup 
Coarse-grained Langevin dynamics (LD) simulations were used to explore the physical 
mechanisms underlying the behavior witnessed in experiment. The ESPResSo molecular 
dynamics software package was used for this purpose4. The DNA molecules were modelled as 
linear polymers composed of N identical spherical monomers. Adjacent monomers along the 












where kFENE and rmax are constants representing the stiffness of the bond and the maximum 
possible extension of the bond, respectively, and r is the center-to-center distance between the 
monomers5. Excluded volume interactions between monomers were modelled using the Weeks-
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where ε and σ are the energy and length scales of the interaction, respectively5. The FENE 
parameters were chosen in terms of the WCA parameters to be  
 𝑘𝐹𝐸𝑁𝐸 = 30
𝜀
𝜎2
, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1.5𝜎, 
(3) 
in line with the seminal work by Kremer and Grest that demonstrated the robust numerical 
stability of this configuration6. The energy scale of the WCA potential was set equal to ε = kBT, 
the thermal energy of the system set in the LD thermostat. All other energies were normalized to 
this value, and as such kBT was set to a numerical value of 1.0. With these choices of parameters, 
the average equilibrium bond length between adjacent monomers was roughly b = 0.97σ, so σ 
will be considered the effective monomer size. The friction coefficient γ of the LD thermostat 
was also set to 1.0 (except during equilibration, as discussed below). 
In addition to the FENE and WCA pairwise interactions, a three-body angular potential 
was used to model polymer stiffness. This potential was chosen simply to be harmonic in the 
angle θ formed by any three consecutive monomers along the chain: 
 𝑈𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒(𝜃) =  (
𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒
2
) 𝜃2 . (4) 
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Using this angular potential and the FENE and WCA potentials as specified above, the 
persistence length Lp of the simulated polymer satisfies 
 𝐿𝑝 ≈  𝑘𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 . (5) 
The remaining free parameters of the potentials were chosen to establish a correspondence 
between the polymer in simulation and the DNA chains in experiment. The steric width of DNA 
is roughly 2.4 nm7, but its effective width can be somewhat larger than this7–10, depending on 
electrolytic conditions. For this reason, and for computational tractability, σ = 5 nm was chosen.  
The remaining length scales of the system were derived from this choice, so σ was set to a 
numerical value of 1. In particular, the persistence length of DNA is roughly 30 nm under 
relevant conditions8,9, and so the simulated polymer should satisfy Lp = 6σ. Using Supplementary 
Equation 5, this was implemented by setting the numerical value of kangle = 6.0.  
The geometry of the system was implemented in ESPResSo using pore constraint objects. 
These are planar boundaries of finite thickness through which a cylinder is removed. The same 
WCA interaction used to represent excluded volume interactions between monomers was 
defined between the monomers and these boundaries. For monomer-constraint interactions, the 
distance r was computed from the center of the monomer to the nearest point on the boundary. 
When the center of the monomer is a distance σ from the boundary, its interaction energy is 
equal to kBT. This distance from the boundary determines the effective dimensions of the pore. 
The effective dimensions are mapped to the measured experimental lengths of the device using σ 
= 5 nm. 
One pore constraint was used to define the sensing pore, which was given effective 
dimensions of deff = 2.6σ and teff = 4σ, where deff is the effective radius of the pore and teff is its 
effective length. These parameters correspond to a sensing pore that is 13 nm in diameter and 20 
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nm in length. The sensing pore was placed in the center of the microwell. Although this was not 
necessarily the case in experiment, it was considered a natural first approximation. 
By default, the pore constraints in ESPResSo only contain a single pore in each plane. As 
such, only a single pore of the nanofilter was represented, with deff = 2.6σ and teff = 10σ. 
The postulated events wherein a single chain threads through two pores in the nanofilter 
simultaneously cannot be represented in these simulations. Future work will utilize modified 
pore constraints capable of capturing this phenomenon. Note that deff for the pore in the 
nanofilter was set to 2.6σ = 13 nm, which is much smaller than the pore sizes seen in experiment. 
This choice was used to enforce single-file passage of the polymer through the nanofilter. In 
closer agreement with experimental values, the electric field in the pore of the nanofilter was set 
according to the correct filter porosity, and the field above the nanofilter pore was set as if the 
pore had a radius of 5.0 sigma = 25 nm, in closer agreement with experimental values. The 
location of the pore in the nanofilter was set to 30σ off-axis from the sensing pore. Finally, the 
walls of the microwell were also represented by a pore constraint, with deff = 200σ and teff = 40σ.  
The final component of the simulation model is the electric field. In the experiments, a 
voltage drop of 200 mV was fixed from far above the nanofilter to far below the sensing pore. 
For the simulations, the electric field was solved in a piecewise fashion. Analytic forms were 
used on the cis side of the nanofilter and inside the pore in the nanofilter. In the gap between the 
two membranes, the field was solved numerically. The field on the trans side of the sensing pore 
was neglected. 
The numerical solution to the field inside the device was obtained using a second-order 
finite difference method to find the electric potential. The electric potential was assumed to 
satisfy Laplace's equation. The system was represented in cylindrical coordinates, with the ρ = 0 
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axis placed in the middle of the sensing pore and parallel to its axis. Homogeneous Neumann 
boundary conditions were applied orthogonal to the effective dimensions of the pore constraints 
inside the sensing pore, on the surface of the sensing pore membrane, and at the walls of the 
inter-membrane gap. These represent insulating boundaries. The trans opening of the sensing 
pore was modelled as a Dirichlet boundary condition, representing a surface of constant electric 
potential. This is a good approximation, since the electric field must be approximately axial 
inside the sensing pore. Finally, the inner boundary of the nanofilter was approximated by a 
Dirichlet boundary condition. This approximation was made in light of the low electrical 
resistivity presented by the nanofilter in comparison to the sensing pore, and since the exact 
locations of the pores in the nanofilter in the membrane vary from device to device. 
As a result of these choices for boundary conditions, the system for the electric potential 
is cylindrically symmetric. Laplace's equation was solved in (ρ,z) without angular dependence. 
The solver was implemented in C using LAPACK11. The solution for the electric potential 




Supplementary Figure S4: Numerical solution for the electric potential between the two membranes. The bottom 
of the nanofilter corresponds with the top of the figure. The electric potential is expressed in simulations in terms of 
the electric potential energy of a monomer at a given position in the system. 
 
The numerical field was only defined up to the inner boundary of the nanofilter. Inside 
the pore in the nanofilter the electric field was modelled as purely axial. The magnitude of this 
electric field was chosen by conservation of electric flux, as follows. The total axial electric flux 
of the system passes through the sensing pore, and the field is essentially axial therein. If the flux 
through the sensing pore and a given pore in the nanofilter are Φsp and Φfp, respectively, and 
there are Nfp pores in the active portion of the nanofilter, then the relation 
 𝑁𝑓𝑝 𝛷𝑓𝑝  = 𝛷𝑠𝑝 (6) 
must hold. Since the field is purely axial in the pores, this is equivalent to 
 𝑁𝑓𝑝𝐸𝑓𝑝𝜋𝑟𝑓𝑝
2  =  𝐸𝑠𝑝𝜋𝑟𝑠𝑝
2  . (7) 












 𝐸𝑠𝑝 . 
           
(8) 
The number of pores in the nanofilter was obtained from the porosity 𝜙 to be 




2  , 
(9) 
so that the field in the nanofilter pores can be expressed as 
 








 𝐸𝑠𝑝 . 
(10) 
 Above the nanofilter, the electric field was modelled by the sum of two terms. Near each 
pore in the nanofilter, the field should be well-represented by the analytic solution  
 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐  =
?̂? 𝑉0
𝜋𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑒 cosh(𝜇) √sinh2(𝜇) + sin2(𝜈)
 , (11) 
obtained in oblate spheroid coordinates for a single nanopore12, with rpore = 5.0σ. Farther above 
the nanofilter, the fields from all nanofilter pores will cancel all but their axial components, so 
the field should converge to an axial profile. The field above the nanofilter was therefore 
modelled as 
 𝐸𝑐𝑖𝑠  =  𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑡𝑖𝑐 +  𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑟 , (12) 
where Epar represents the (axial) field a distance comparable to Rgap above the nanofilter, and 
Eanalytic is of the form given above. The magnitude of 𝐸par was chosen to be 
 







which is the field magnitude obtained if the electric flux passing through the sensing pore is 
redistributed into a cylinder of radius Rgap. This is an approximation to the field profile that 
would be present at the nanofilter location if the nanofilter were not present. The magnitude of 
V0 for Eanalytic was chosen such that Ecis is equal to Efp at the cis side of the nanofilter membrane. 
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The preceding paragraphs have established the shape of the electric field profile for the 
system. However, its absolute magnitude remains unspecified. This was chosen by increasing the 
field magnitude until the distributions of folded events seen in simulations were comparable to 
those in experiments. The total voltage drop across the simulation system was set to 12.7kBT. 
This was approximately 40% stronger than the weakest field strength that enabled folded events 
to occur at all. 
The units of simulation time were mapped to units of experimental time by equating the 
respective drift velocities. The experimental drift velocity was taken to be 






] , (14) 
where the units of meters and seconds are shown explicitly, where13 µ=0.6·10-8 m2V-1s-1, Vexp = 
200 mV, and Lexp is a characteristic length scale. Similarly, in simulation the drift velocity is 









] , (15) 
where σ is the monomer size, τ is the simulation time unit, and the remaining quantities are 
expressed in terms of simulation units. Here γ is the friction coefficient, Vsim is the voltage drop 
across the system, and Lsim is the same characteristic length scale as Lexp. Equating νsim to νexp and 
solving for τ yields 












] [𝑠] , (16) 
where Lexp and Lsim are the same characteristic length expressed in SI units and simulation units, 
respectively. Choosing this length to be equal to σ = 5 nm yields 
 𝜏 ≈ 265 𝑛𝑠. (17) 
The simulations themselves were conducted as follows. The initialization modelled the 
polymers as being at equilibrium when they were captured by the nanofilter, and imposed that 
chains must thread through the nanofilter in single file. The first 5% of monomers in a chain 
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(rounded up to the nearest monomer) were fixed in a straight line through the pore in the 
nanofilter while the rest of the chain was evolved under the LD equations with the friction 
coefficient γ reduced to 0.1 from the value of 1.0 used in the main simulations. After an 
equilibration period of 100Nτ, the fixed monomers were released and γ was returned to 1.0. 
Next, the polymer was allowed to evolve under the influence of the LD equations. If the polymer 
retracted entirely to the cis region above the nanofilter, the event was considered a failed 
threading attempt and the polymer was reset. Each simulation was terminated when the entire 
polymer was located in the trans region of the sensing pore. The entire process was repeated until 
1000 successful translocations were recorded for several chain lengths N. An illustrative 
translocation event is shown in Supplementary Video 4, for a chain with N = 200. 
To study the influence of polymer dynamics between the nanofilter and the sensing pore, 
simulations were performed wherein the chain was initialized with its first monomer fixed in the 
sensing pore. Equilibration proceeded as in the main simulations, and events that retracted from 
the sensing pore were reset. 
 
Supplementary Section S3: Analysis of Passage Time Distributions 
The distribution of unfolded passage times t is well characterized by a log-normal 
distribution, having the form 
 𝑝(ln 𝑡) = 𝐴 exp (−
(ln 𝑡 − 𝑀)2
2𝑠2
) , (18) 
where A, M, and s are variable parameters for the non-linear fit. This form is purely for 
mathematical convenience rather than being physically motivated. Other groups have used a 
simple first-passage time distribution model which produces good fits14 but which was originally 
intended for use with featureless nanoparticles. More complex models exist which take into 
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account the polymer nature of the analyte as well as pore-analyte interactions15, but these depend 
on parameters which are unavailable experimentally. Here, we use a simple form, which allows 
us to easily extract metrics of interest. In cases where long polymers lead to an extended tail of 
events which thread through two different nanofilter pores, only the log-normal part of the 
passage time distribution, representing unhindered translocations, is considered when calculating 
mean and standard deviation passage times. 
 The mean τ and standard deviation σ of the passage times are related to the fit parameters 
M and s by  





 𝜎 = exp (𝑀 +
1
2
𝑠2) √exp(𝑠2) − 1 . (20) 




= √exp(𝑠2) − 1 . (21) 
 The number of events detected by each device and for each length of dsDNA is presented 
in Supplementary Table S1. Only single-file, unfolded events are used for passage time 
distribution fitting. 
In addition, the pore size is corrected for local deviations from a cylindrical pore shape 
following the method used in previous work16. Briefly, the effective membrane thickness Leff is 







 , (22) 
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where σ is the conductivity of the electrolyte solution. The pore diameter d is then calculated 











Since a number of these pores were unstable, both the size at the beginning and end of the 
experiment are given in Supplementary Table S1. 
Supplementary Table S1: Event counts for every experiment that contributed data to the paper. Run time varied 
between experiments, so total event numbers do not necessarily reflect differences in capture rate. For a given 
device, the order in which DNA lengths were studied corresponds to the order of increasing pore size.  
Pore 
ID 
Type DNA Length (bp) Events Unfolded Events Leff (nm) di (nm) df (nm) 
K417 Nanofiltered 250 24,164 21,162 12.8 7.0 7.1 
1000 6,084 3,392 12.6 7.2 7.2 
K423 Nanofiltered 1000 3,802 3,587 15.2 7.0 7.5 
2000 160 158 16.8 9.1 9.1 
K434 Nanofiltered 100 9,483 9,483 12.1 8.5 9.0 
250 3,760 3,594 10.6 4.7 4.8 
500 10,362 8,603 11.4 5.5 5.6 
1000 23,691 12,780 12.7 6.7 6.7 
2000 25,686 12,675 13.0 7.3 7.3 
3000 16,040 6,265 13.0 8.0 8.1 
K435 Nanofiltered 100 754 754 8.4 4.1 4.2 
250 15,781 15,259 8.9 4.5 4.5 
500 6,668 6,323 8.7 4.3 4.3 
1000 15,214 13,143 8.9 4.6 4.6 
K439 Nanofiltered 750 3,885 3,169 15.5 7.6 8.0 
1200 6,550 2,786 17.2 9.4 9.9 
4000 1,181 315 17.4 9.9 10.7 
K454 Nanofiltered 1000 5,565 3,003 12.6 6.1 7.3 
K462 Nanofiltered 500 6,294 5,011 9.5 5.2 5.7 
1000 3,933 2,645 10.1 6.4 6.8 
1500 2,385 1,231 11.7 8.3 8.7 
Mix (500, 1000, 1500) 38,029 20,363 12.3 9.3 9.5 
K465 Nanofiltered 500 13,748 9,219 13.1 10.1 10.4 
1000 5,802 2,880 12.8 9.4 9.6 
1500 4,932 2,010 11.9 7.7 8.5 
Mix (500, 1000, 1500) 13,409 8,261 12.3 6.1 6.9 
K478 Nanofiltered* 2000 890 740 11.8 5.4 5.6 
K443 Control 1500 3,170 1,842 11.4 7.0 7.1 
K444 Control 250 38,256 32,851 13.7 12.4 12.6 
500 38,358 24,531 11.9 9.2 9.6 
1000 4,801 2,411 11.4 7.5 8.0 
2000 18,497 6,406 12.2 10.4 10.6 
K445 Control 250 308,149 256,688 11.5 11.7 11.7 
500 141,302 91,819 11.5 11.4 11.4 
750 8,424 6,352 9.2 5.4 5.6 
1000 26,728 13,044 11.7 11.1 11.2 
1200 4,403 2,540 10.4 7.1 7.5 
1500 12,636 5,038 11.0 8.7 8.7 
3000 13,776 3,979 10.9 8.9 9.0 
K446 Control 100 3,836 3,836 6.0 3.2 3.2 
500 18,729 14,950 9.0 5.8 6.3 
750 41,215 22,670 9.9 8.5 8.6 
1200 31,582 13,869 9.6 8.9 9.1 
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3000 15,776 4,464 9.8 9.6 9.7 
K447 Control 100 14,876 14,876 8.2 8.4 8.6 
250 222,942 152,133 8.9 7.7 8.1 
750 30,397 15,026 8.7 7.1 7.3 
1000 19,487 8,186 8.4 6.2 6.6 
4000 27,062 7,075 8.9 9.5 9.6 
K466 Control 500 14,847 10,387 9.4 7.0 7.1 
1000 4,861 2,962 10.3 6.3 6.6 
1500 3,745 2,563 9.5 4.9 5.2 
Mix (500, 1000, 1500) 5,237 4,693 8.9 4.4 4.4 
K467 Control 500 6,599 5,127 8.5 4.9 4.9 
1000 2,817 2,006 8.4 4.9 4.9 
1500 5,733 3,341 8.3 4.9 4.9 
Mix (500, 1000, 1500) 37,417 23,643 8.3 4.9 5.1 
* Note that K478 used a different nanofilter membrane with higher porosity and smaller average pore size and 





Supplementary Figure S5: Normalized capture rates for all experiments conducted in both control (black squares) 
and nanofiltered (red circles) pores.  
 
The capture rates are largely unaffected by the presence of the nanofilter, as can be seen 
in Supplementary Figure S5. While it is to be expected that very long polymers might have 
reduced capture rates due to high entropic cost of passage through the nanofilter, this was not 
significantly observed for the lengths of DNA studied here. 




Supplementary Figure S6: a, b) Passage time distributions for single-file translocation events using equimolar 
mixtures of 500 bp, 1000 bp, and 1500 bp dsDNA strands with a nanofilter. The line plots in each case shows the 
distribution for each species alone on the same nanopore, while the black histogram gives the distribution of the 
mixture. c) The same data for the case of a pore without the nanofilter. 
Regular solid-state nanopores are usually unable to distinguish populations of different 
dsDNA sizes with better than ~1000 bp17 resolution, unless their diameter is very well controlled 
to precisely 3-nm so as to minimize any DNA self-interaction14.  Here, the reduced standard 
deviation in passage times through nanofiltered pores can be leveraged to improve resolution 
without the need to precisely control the pore diameter. We investigate this effect by 
translocating equimolar mixtures of different DNA sizes in a single device. Supplementary 
Figure S6 shows the results of using equimolar mixtures of 500 bp, 1000 bp, and 1500 bp 
dsDNA. The passage time distributions clearly show all three well-separated peaks 
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(Supplementary Figures S6a and S6b). Since LiCl is known to broaden passage time 
distributions compared to KCl18, the resolution can most likely be further improved by using a 
different electrolyte, albeit for a different range of polymer lengths. While some control pores 
can also reveal the presence of three peaks in passage time distribution (Supplementary Figure 
S6c), the nanofiltered pores have a tighter distribution and more reliable peak separation.  
 
Supplementary Section S5: Slower Passage Time in Small Control Pores 
As illustrated in Figure 4a of the main manuscript, the mean passage time through 
unfiltered pores fluctuates above that seen with filtered pores of the same size. This was 
attributed to two mechanisms: small unfiltered pores lead to coiled conformations at the onset of 
translocation, which are prone to self-interactions and interactions with the membrane; and large 
unfiltered pores have large capture radii, leading to elongated conformations at the onset. 
Supplementary Figure S7 provides additional evidence for these interpretations. It shows the 
mean passage times for filtered and unfiltered pores as a function of pore diameter for chain 




Supplementary Figure S7: Dependence of mean passage time on pore diameter for a selection of given DNA 
lengths. 
The 250bp case demonstrates that these chains are too small for their translocation to be 
affected by the filter, which is consistent with Figure 4c in the main text. In the 500bp and 
1000bp cases, the mean passage times increase for small pore diameters in the unfiltered pores 
but not the filtered pores. The increase occurs in a smooth fashion as pore diameter is reduced at 
fixed chain length, strongly suggesting that pore diameter is the driving factor causing the 
increase. Furthermore, the filtered pores consistently lack the increase, indicating that the filter 
reliably eliminates this phenomenon regardless of its origin. 
Conversely, in the 750 and 1200 bp cases, the mean passage times increase with 
increasing pore diameter for unfiltered pores. This effect is not clearly visible in the 1000bp case, 
but this is likely due to statistical fluctuations. The trend is not visible among filtered pores, as 
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the dataset does not include sufficiently many large filtered pores to deduce a trend. However, 
those large filtered pores that are present have passage times consistent with the trends observed 
in the control pores. 
Additionally, translocation is slower in larger pores, as expected due to polymer elongation. 
Thus, the largest of the control pores lead to slower translocation than the nanofiltered pores. It is 
important to note, however, that the dataset contains more large control pores than large 
nanofiltered pores, so it is unclear whether large nanofiltered pores would also exhibit slower 
translocation than smaller nanofiltered pores. However, it is clear from Figure 4 that the nanofilter 




Supplementary Section S6: Long Passage Time Events 
 
In addition to the adsorbed events discussed in the main text, there are at least two 
additional plausible explanations for the very long events observed in some nanofiltered devices 
which we can rule out. First, simulations performed for a polymer corresponding to ~2200 bp (Rg 
≈ 82 nm) indicate that the average translocation time is dependent on the elongation state of the 
polymer. Taking into account the gap height, for N ≳1300 bp there will be a significant 
population of molecules which still have part of their length on the cis side of the nanofilter 
when captured by the sensing pore, resulting in a highly elongated conformation with high fluid 
drag (Supplementary Figure S8a). This is in line with the experimental onset of the long tail of 
events. However, while our simulations show that increased drag for elongated events can 
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account for some increase in the translocation time, it is insufficient to explain the multiple 
orders of magnitude increase in passage times seen in the longest events. 
Second, we note that for sufficiently long dsDNA, it is possible to thread through two 
pores in the nanofilter and for both arms of the polymer to come close to the sensing pore. In this 
case, not only is the polymer highly elongated, but there are competing pulling forces which 
further extend the passage time19. While these double-threaded events do occur, as shown 
Supplementary Figure S9, our simulations indicate that these competing forces are still 
insufficient to explain the long passage times in the tail of the distribution unless both ends of the 
polymer are actually captured by the sensing pore, and the events in the long tail spend most of 
their time in a single-occupation state which is incompatible with this picture. 
Long polymers have a significant probability of double-threading through two different 
pores in the nanofilter before reaching the sensing pore, with a probability which is dependent on 
the polymer length and the average distance between neighboring nanofilter pores. 
Supplementary Figure S8 presents simulation results for the probability that the polymer will still 
have part of its length on the cis side of the nanofilter at the moment it is captured by the sensing 
pore, showing an onset of non-negligible probability for the presence of these tails around 




Supplementary Figure S8: a) Simulated probability and average length of a segment (tail) of DNA remaining on the cis 
side of the nanofilter at the moment of capture by the sensing pore, which could be captured by a second pore in the 
nanofilter. b) Schematic representation of the capture of DNA tails by a second pore in the nanofilter. 
 
For molecules that are very long compared to the gap height, the sensing pore exhibits 
very consistent clogging modes consisting of two sequential blockage levels corresponding to 
one and two strands of dsDNA present in the sensing pore. This is most likely due to double 
threading of dsDNA through the sensing pore while straddling two pores in the nanofilter, as 
shown schematically in Supplementary Figures S8b and S9a. Reversing the voltage polarity can 
temporarily clear the clog, but it reappears after a short interval of normal baseline 
(Supplementary Figure S9b). Once this clogging mode occurs, even flushing out the flow cell 
with clean buffer is unable to remove it permanently, indicating that the offending dsDNA strand 




Supplementary Figure S9: a) Long molecules are prone to double-threading into the sensing pore while straddling 
two nanofilter pores. b) Current trace for 3000-bp dsDNA traversing the nanofiltered pore, showing persistent 
clogging modes corresponding to single- and double-threading through the sensing pore. The clog can be 
temporarily removed by reversing the applied voltage, but it always quickly returns. Data is low-pass Bessel filtered 
at 300 kHz and down-sampled to 600 kHz for display purposes. 
 
If both ends of the DNA are fully captured by the sensing pore while the molecule is 
threaded through two different nanofilter pores, the force will be approximately equal on both 
strands, resulting in a permanent clog. Reversing the voltage can clear the ends of the strand 
from the sensing pore temporarily, but is unlikely to be able to remove the tangled strand from 
the nanofilter due to the low electrical force present at the nanofilter. Since both ends are already 
in the space between the nanofilter and the sensing membrane, they will find and clog the 
sensing pore quickly upon re-establishment of the voltage. Data can still be collected on pores 
clogged in this way by repeatedly switching the polarity of the voltage, though throughput 
suffers as a result. Alternatively, sensing pores <4nm could be used to prevent capture of two 
strands and circumvent this clogging mode. 
As molecular length continues to increase, the passage time distribution for molecules 
long enough to sample this clogging mode eventually becomes dominated by multiply-threaded 
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molecules, and the log-normal portion of the distribution is lost, putting an upper bound on the 
length of DNA that can be reliably studied with this device for a given gap height. 
 
Supplementary Section S7: Folding Distributions 
We have noted that different nanofiltered pores show significantly different proportions 
of double-threaded events even for a given length of dsDNA. This is presented in Supplementary 
Figure S10, which shows the folding behavior of molecules passing control pores and 
nanofiltered pores as a function of both pore diameter and dsDNA length. One of the 
nanofiltered pores (red circles in Supplementary Figure S10c) completely suppressed folding 





Supplementary Figure S10: a) Folding fraction for nanofiltered pores as a function of pore size and dsDNA length, 
showing that folding probability increases strongly with chain length and weakly with pore diameter. b) The same 
plot for control pores. c) Control pores are used to interpolate contours of constant  folding fraction, and nanofiltered 
pores are overlaid as circular symbols. Two symbols, circled in red, stand out as being significantly different from 
the control case. K478 (see table 1) also showed folding suppression, but is excluded from this plot since data was 
acquired at a different voltage. 
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If we assume the nanofilter causes only a weak perturbation to the field and that the 
electric field E(ρ,z) is cylindrically symmetric and decays as the second power of radial distance 
from the pore20, the electric field on the nanofilter a lateral distance ρ from the sensing pore will 
be roughly 






2 , (24) 
where h is the height of the nanocavity. Because passage through the nanofilter is an energy 
barrier process mediated by the tiny voltage drop present there, the probability of capture by a 
particular pore in the nanofilter will decrease rapidly with lateral distance from the sensing pore.  
Assuming a weak electric field and an energy-barrier-limited passage of polymers 
through the nanofilter, the capture probability for a particular pore in the nanofilter should be 
roughly linear in the electric field, and the probability density for capture by a pore in the 
nanofilter at a lateral distance ρ from the sensing pore will then be proportional to ρE(ρ), which 
is strongly peaked near ρ=h. Most of the translocations through the sensing pore will therefore 
be due to passage through pores in the nanofilter which are near the sensing pore. For the 
nanofilter used in this work, the average number of active pores in the nanofilter (defined as 
pores within ρ<h of the sensing pore) is 3.4±1.4, so variation in device behavior due to variation 
in the local porosity of the nanofilter can be quite significant. 
In order to further study the effect of the local pore size distribution on the translocation 
kinetics, we reduced the size of the pores in the nanofilter by depositing hafnia by ALD (160 
cycles) on the NPN material prior to membrane transfer. This had the effect of reducing the 
average pore size from 48±4 nm to 16±4 nm without significantly changing the number of pores 
per unit area. Supplementary Figure S11 shows TEM imaging of ALD-coated nanofilter pores 
from a low-porosity section of the wafer. The reduced pore size did not have a significant effect 
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on folding behavior, again pointing more toward the distance between active pores as the 
important controlling parameter in suppressing folding.  
 
Supplementary Figure S11: ALD coated pore distribution. a) TEM images of NPN material before conformal 
ALD deposition b) Pore diameter histogram for through holes in the image in a). c) TEM image of a different 
section of the same NPN wafer after 160 cycles of ALD hafnia deposition. d) Histogram of ALD-coated pore 
diameters for the through holes, with significant reduction in the average pore diameter. Only through-holes receive 
a visible ALD coating (black outline).  
 
Unsurprisingly, the smaller pore sizes present in the hafnia-coated nanofilter required a 
larger applied voltage before translocations were observed. While almost no translocations were 
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observed at an applied voltage of 200mV, the capture rate at 400mV of ALD-coated nanofiltered 
pores was comparable to the capture rate of uncoated nanofiltered pores at 200mV. This is 
simply a consequence of the fact that smaller pores on thicker NPN membranes present a higher 
energy barrier to translocation. This is especially significant since the reduction in average pore 
size and the increase in nanofilter membrane thickness would increase the total electrical 
resistance of the nanofilter, and therefore the voltage drop across it, for a given applied voltage. 
Since even the uncoated nanofilter already shows size-selectivity properties in the capture rate, 
we expect that even more dramatic filtering effects will be accessible to nanofiltered systems 
with significantly smaller average pore size. 
 
Video Legend 
Supplementary Video S1: Water vapor swells the nanofilter, which is tented over an array 
of 200 nm high, 2 µm diameter columns, leaving a ring cavity around each column. Newton's 
colors form as water vapor is breathed over top of the structure, and are eliminated as the water 
evaporates in room air. 
Supplementary Video S2: Wet nanofilter stability. A wetted nanofilter (0.7 mm x 3 mm) 
is exposed to repeated menisci in a microfluidic channel.  
Supplementary Video S3: A wrinkled nanofilter is torn on meniscus. As the meniscus 
passes over a wrinkled nanofilter, it is torn away from the substrate and redeposited. 
Supplementary Video S4: An illustrative simulation of an N = 200 (~3000 bp) polymer 
translocating through the nanofilter and eventually being captured by the sensing pore. 
Supplementary Video S5: An animated schematic description of the fabrication and 
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Supporting Information Section S1: Simulation Setup 
Simulations were used to study the motion of 1.2 kbp DNA in the diffusive mode of 
operation of the device. An effective multiscale approach was used. In the bulk of the cavity, the 
DNA was modelled by a single effective particle representing the center of mass of the polymer, 
and its diffusion was simulated using Brownian dynamics (BD). This model is justified where the 
dynamics occur on length scales much larger than the radius of gyration of the molecule. Near the 
filter, however, the dynamics of the entire polymer chain become important and a Brownian 
particle cannot faithfully model the polymer. In this region, the DNA was modelled as a wormlike 
chain, coarse-grained Langevin dynamics (CGLD) was used to simulate its motion. In the 
following sections we provide more detail on the simulations. 
 
Figure S1: Schematic of the geometry used for the Brownian dynamics simulations. The effective 
dimensions for the gap height and cavity diameter are shown. The nominal dimensions for the 
cavity diameter and gap height were 4.5 μm and 800 nm respectively. The red dots represent the 
Brownian particles. To account for the fact that modelled polymers are treated as extended object, 
twice the radius of gyration, 2Rg (Rg ≈ 57 nm), was subtracted from each of the dimensions 
resulting in a cavity diameter of 4.4 μm and a gap height of 686 nm. 




Modelling the dynamics far from the filter 
Polymer model 
To carry out the simulation we used the HOOMD-blue molecular dynamics software 
package. Far from the filter we only considered the center of mass (COM) motion of the polymer. 
We modelled the COM as a single particle whose time evolution is given by Brownian dynamics 
(BD): 
 ?̇⃗? = √2𝐷𝜉(𝑡), (1) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and 𝜉(𝑡) is a Gaussian random noise function. This model has 
a single free parameter, the diffusion coefficient. We expressed lengths in the BD simulations in 







where 𝜏  is the simulation unit of time. Experimentally measured diffusion coefficients were 
used to determine the equivalent value of 𝜏  in seconds. For a given experimental diffusion 
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The numerical values of the diffusion coefficient were obtained from Petrov et al1. 
In order to probe the long times present in the experiment the time step was set to Δt = 10τ. 
This choice of time step sets the mean jump size to be Δx ≈ 4 nm, a value which is reasonable far 
from the filter as it is much smaller than even the smallest length in the device which stands at ≈ 
700 nm (Figure S1). 
Geometry 
Figure S1 shows the geometry of the device assumed for the simulations described in this 
section. The nominal dimensions of the device were 4.5 μm and 800 nm for the cavity diameter 
and gap height respectively. To account for the fact that a polymer is an extended object we 
subtracted 2Rg (Rg ≈ 57 nm) from each of the dimensions resulting in a cavity diameter of 4.4 μm 
and a gap height of 686 nm. The cavity walls were modelled as reflecting boundaries, with the 
trajectory of a particle that would cross the wall being reflected back into the cavity. 
For the sensing pore membrane we assumed that the molecules cannot escape back into the 
loading well and thus modelled it as a reflecting boundary similar to the cavity walls. As such, the 
sensing pore itself was not explicitly incorporated in the boundary condition. However, the 
location of the sensing pore, which we assumed to be at the center of the membrane, dictated the 
initial condition for the particles in the simulation. The nanofilter membrane was treated as a 
special boundary condition described in the next subsection. 
Interactions with the filter pores 
As the dynamics near the filter are more complicated than simple diffusion in the bulk of 
the cavity, the results of the more detailed CGLD simulations were coupled to the BD simulations 
via a special boundary condition. The majority of the filter membrane was modelled as a reflecting 
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boundary with certain locations on its surface being absorbing windows, representing pores in an 
otherwise impermeable membrane. Upon interaction with an absorbing window a particle has a 
probability of escaping through the filter. The details of obtaining the probability of escape through 
a filter pore are discussed in the next section. 
A randomly generated nanofilter was used in order to account for the inherent variability 
in the filter pore distribution. The absorbing windows were placed iteratively. Trial pore locations 
were drawn uniformly with the criteria that the window corresponding to any new pore has an 
edge-to-edge distance of at least 20 nm from any existing window. In addition, the center of all 
pores was required to be at least one pore radius away from the edge of the membrane. Pore 
locations that did not meet these criteria were discarded. 
 
  
Figure S2: Schematic of the filter interaction for the Brownian particles. The grey rectangle 
represents a cross section of the disk of interaction for the pore. The black dashed line represents 
the excluded region of Rg from the pore. The black dotted line represents the rejection radius at 
3Rg. 




We implicitly modelled the loading of the molecules into the cavity by initializing two 
thousand non-interacting particles into the cavity at a distance of Rg from the center of the sensing 
pore membrane. The simulations were run for 30 seconds according to the time mapping described 
in the previous subsection. For each filter pore size a total of ten different filter configurations 
were sampled. 
As shown in Figure S2, a particle is determined to be near a filter pore in the boundary 
when it lies inside a disk with origin at the central axis of the pore and radius equal to two times 
the pore radius, displaced a distance Rg axially from the nanofilter pore. Upon interaction of a 
particle with a pore on the filter a random number is drawn, and if it less than the probability 
obtained from CGLD the particle successfully translocates. If not, it is returned to the bulk of the 
cavity by being placed at a random location on a hemisphere 3Rg radially away from the center of 
the nominal pore. 
We modelled the recapture of molecules implicitly by assuming that all polymers 
remaining in the cavity at the end of the simulation would be successfully recaptured. The 
probability of recapture shown in Figure 3e of the main text was computed as 
 













Modelling the dynamics near the filter 
Polymer model 
As mentioned in the preceding section, near the nanofilter the DNA was modelled using a 
wormlike chain comprised of N identical monomers. To model the time evolution of the polymeric 
chain we used coarse-grained Langevin dynamics (CGLD)2 in which monomers are taken to be 
spheres that experience Stokes drag and whose solvent interactions are implicit. The equation of 
motion for CGLD is 
 𝑚?̈⃗? = − ∇𝑈 (?⃗?) − 𝜁?̇⃗? + 2𝜁𝑘 𝑇𝜉(𝑡),  (6) 
where 𝜁 is the drag coefficient and 𝑘 𝑇 is the thermal energy. The fluctuation term 𝜉(𝑡) is a random 
noise function that implicitly models thermal fluctuations in the solvent and satisfies 
 〈𝜉(𝑡)〉 = 0,  (7) 
 〈𝜉 (𝑡)𝜉 (𝑡 )〉 = 𝛿 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡 ). (8) 
The gradient term is the sum of all external forces. To evolve the equation in time we used the 
HOOMD-blue molecular dynamics package.3,4 
Bonds between pairs of adjacent monomers were modelled using the finitely extensible 
non-linear elastic potential, 
 
𝑈 (𝑟) = −
1
2
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The constants k and rmax represent the stiffness and the maximum possible extension of the bond 
respectively, with r being the center to center distance between monomers. The excluded volume 










+ 𝜀, 𝑟 < 𝑟
0, 𝑟 ≥ 𝑟
 
(10) 
where 𝜀 is the interaction energy, σ the monomer diameter and 𝑟 = 2 𝜎 the cut-off distance. 





𝑘 𝜃 , 
(11) 
where 𝑘  is the stiffness of the spring and θ is the angle formed between three consecutive 
monomers along the chain. 
The simulations used a self-consistent set of units with energy, mass, and distance as 
fundamental units. All other units were derived from these. The unit of energy was chosen to be 
the thermal energy 𝑘 𝑇 with the units of length and mass chosen as the particle size σ and mass m 
respectively. 
The units of time in this system are given by 𝜏 = 𝜎 . In accordance with Grest et al.,5 
the parameters of the FENE potential were chosen to be 𝑘 = 30  and 𝑟 = 1.5𝜎. The 
persistence length of the polymer is 𝑙 ≈  𝜎,6 so that changing the stiffness of the angle bond 
changes the persistence length. 
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We set the correspondence between simulation lengths and experimental lengths by 
choosing the effective monomer diameter, σ, to equal 5 nm. The persistence length of the polymer 
in the simulations was set to match that of DNA in 4 M LiCl (30 nm, 6σ).7,8 The drag coefficient 
ζ, although not a fundamental unit, was also set to unity. 
Geometry 
For these simulations we modelled a filter pore as a cylindrical hole with WCA interactions 
creating an effective pore in the membrane. Although the domain of the simulation is unbounded, 
a hemisphere of radius 3Rg centered at the mouth of the pore, as shown in Figure S2, prevented 
the center of mass from diffusing any further. We kept the effective thickness of the pore fixed at 
10σ (50 nm) to match experiment and varied the radius in the range 4𝜎 ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 10𝜎. A caveat of 
this approach is that the simulated pores have circular cross sections rather than the various 
different cross sections present in the nanofilter pore distribution. The pore diameters used in the 
simulations correspond to pore major axis lengths in the experiment. 
 
Simulation procedure 
In the diffusive mode of operation, no electric field is applied to the system, so DNA strands 
that escape during the trapping time do so via unbiased translocation. Such events occur rarely, 
even for polymers very close to the nanopore. As such, we considered the question: given a 
polymer that has diffused near a filter pore, what is the probability that it will translocate through 
that pore before diffusing a significant distance away? 
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Figure S3: Schematic of the simulation geometry and procedure. The black dot represents the 
center of mass of the polymer. The black dashed line represents the initial distance from the pore 
membrane, and the black solid line represents the cutoff distance for the COM. 
 
To compute these probabilities polymers were initialized with their center of mass on a 
disk that is Rg away axially from the mouth of the pore. The polymer either successfully 
translocates, classifying the event as a success, or diffuses away. An event was considered to have 
failed when the center of mass of the chain diffused further than 3Rg radially from the mouth of 
the pore. 
At initialization the polymers should have equilibrium conformations, as prior to 
approaching the filter there is ample time to fully equilibrate. In the simulations the equilibration 
of a chain takes a considerable amount of computational time. Given that we expect a lot of failed 
events, equilibrating the chain in the same simulation as the translocation events would quickly 
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render the problem computationally infeasible. As such, we generated a database of five thousand 
equilibrium conformations that were used for initializing the polymers. 
 
 
Figure S4: Success probability as a function of initial distance from the central axis of the 




When feasible, simulations were run for two hundred successful events for all pore radii. 
However, given the infrequency of successful events at smaller pores that was not always possible. 
As such, instead of running for a set number of successful events, some pore sizes were run for a 
set number of failures, as displayed in Figure 4 of the main text. The probability of escape through 
the pore was computed as the number of successful events divided by the total number of events, 






As shown in Figure S4, we found that as we varied the initial axial offset of the COM on 
the disk, the variations in the probabilities were well fit by a Gaussian function of the form 
 





where a0 and a1 are fit parameters, shown in the Table S1. Note that for diameters of 70 and 100 
nm, we only changed a0 to be the on-axis probability and did not change a1. As a result, when 
coupling CGLD to BD, we were able to compute the probability of escape through a pore after the 
COM had interacted with any point in a disk around the pore. It was this result that led to our 
choice for the disk radius described in the preceding section. 
 
Table S1: Fit parameters for the success probability.  
𝜎 = 5 nm 
𝑑  (nm) 𝑎  𝑎  
70 (*) 0.00295832 1.44520178 
80 0.00431574 1.44520178 
90 0.00849688 1.28618592 
100(*) 0.01259953 1.28618592 
 
 
The half-life of M13 
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Simulations were also used to gain some insight on the effectiveness of the nanofiltered 
nanopore device as a trap for M13. Given the size of M13 (7 kbp), conducting similar simulations 
to those described in the preceding sections would be infeasible. As a result, instead of simulating 
M13, we simulated the longest chains we feasibly could and extrapolated to obtain a conservative 
estimate of the trapping time for M13. 
With the length scale chosen for the model described in the previous sections simulating 
polymers longer than 2 kbp becomes computationally challenging as the number of monomers 
becomes very large. As such, we modified the length correspondence by choosing the monomer 
size to be σ = 10 nm. The most salient effect of this change is that all the lengths in simulation 
units were halved, including the effective dimensions the nanopore. Given that all the simulations 
lengths were modified, we repeated the CGLD simulations explained in the previous section to 
obtain the probabilities of translocation, as shown in Figure S5. 
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Figure S5: Success probability for a different length correspondence to Figure S4.  
 
 
Table S2: Fit parameters for the success probability using 𝜎 = 10 nm. 
𝑑  (nm) 𝑎  𝑎  
70 0.00134558 1.79900229 
80 0.00261617 1.99259571 
90 0.00474791 1.76365758 
100 0.00813947 1.47562624 
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The different length correspondence allowed us to use CGLD to simulate longer chains. Using the 
methodology described in the previous section we conducted BD simulations for 1.2 kbp, 1.5 kbp, 
2.2 kbp, 2.9 kbp, and 3.7 kbp. 
 
Figure S6: Normalized time for half the molecules to escape the device. The values are normalized 
by the value at Lc = 1.2 kbp as that is the only value for which both experimental and simulation 
results are available. The red dashed line is a power law fit to data with the exponent being 3.0238. 
 
Figure S6 shows the half-life is well fit by a power law at the polymer lengths simulated. By 
extrapolating the fit to the length of M13 and 10 kbp we estimated the half-life to be 230 and 670 
times longer than that of 1.2 kbp, respectively. Given that the half-life for 1.2 kbp is around 10 
seconds, the half-life for M13 would be ≈40 minutes. This estimated time is in agreement with the 
experimental results, where virtually no escape events were recorded within 30 seconds of waiting. 
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Supporting Information Section S2: Effective Pore Diameter Distribution 
 
Figure S7: The distribution of effective pore diameter distribution, estimated as the geometric 
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Supporting Information Section S3: Additional Event Traces 
 
Figure S8: Additional single-molecule 10 kbp DNA trapping events in the diffusive mode for (a-
c) 1s delay times, (d-f) 10s delay times, and (g-i) 30s delay times using Device C from the main 
text. Insets show the loading events. Note axis breaks in some cases where delay times are long.  
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The nanopore in the simulations was implemented using the framework that HOOMD-
blue provides for adding external potentials to the package. As mentioned in the
introduction, the nanopore was constructed with WCA potentials. The code below
is the header file that gets used by cuda and the internal constructors of HOOMD to
apply the external potential to all particles in the simulated system.
In brief, the geometry of the nanopore is that of a cylindrical exclusion in a planar
membrane. The walls of the nanopore were modelled using WCA potentials. The
potentials were used to define regions of interaction for the particles in the simulation.
Once a particle was within these pre-defined regions, the interactions would occur.
Outside of these regions, there is no interaction with the nanopore. In other words,
it is as if the geometry of the pore is constructed from the same particles as the ones
in the simulation, and so once the particle of interest approaches the nanopore the
number of interactions becomes rather large and creates overhead the calculations.
However, unlike the case where the pore is explicitly constructed with particles, only
one interaction needs to be computed with this code.
In addition to the nanopore, the electric field used in Chapter 2 was also imple-
137
mented in HOOMD. The implementation of the electric field is more straightforward.
We make the transformation from oblate spheroidal coordinates to cartesian and then
use the particle positions to compute the electric field. The force then informs the
update on the particle positions.
The validity of these implementation was tested by running simulations and check-
ing for invalid behaviour, such as particles entering the walls of the nanopore, or being
ejected from the simulation upon touching the walls. For the electric field, since we
have an analytic form (as given in Chapter 2), we tested whether or not particles
moved according to the field lines, as they should in the absence of any thermal
motion.














14 /*! \file EvaluatorPoreField.h
15 \brief Defines the external potential evaluator to construct a




18 // need to declare these class methods with __device__ qualifiers
when building in nvcc
19 // DEVICE is __host__ __device__ when included in nvcc and blank
when included into the host compiler
20 #ifdef NVCC





26 //! Class for evaluating nanopore field
27 /*! <b>General Overview </b>
28 Using WCA potentials to define repulsive interactions between






34 //! type of parameters this external potential accepts
35 typedef Scalar4 param_type;
36 typedef Scalar3 field_type;
37
38 //! Constructs the constraint evaluator
39 /*! \param X position of particle
40 \param box box dimensions
41 \param params per -type parameters of external potential
42 */
43 DEVICE EvaluatorPoreField(Scalar3 X, const BoxDim& box ,









50 //! Nanopore doesn’t need diameters
51 DEVICE static bool needsDiameter () { return false; }
52 //! Accept the optional diameter value
53 /*! \param di Diameter of particle i
54 */
55 DEVICE void setDiameter(Scalar di) { }
56
57 //! Nanopore doesn’t need charges
58 DEVICE static bool needsCharge () { return true; }
59 //! Accept the optional diameter value
60 /*! \param qi Charge of particle i
61 */
62 DEVICE void setCharge(Scalar qi) { m_qi = qi; }
63
64 DEVICE static bool requestFieldVirialTerm () { return true; }
65
66 //! Evaluate the force , energy and virial
67 /*! \param F force vector
68 \param energy value of the energy
69 \param virial array of six scalars for the upper
triangular virial tensor
70 */
71 DEVICE void evalForceEnergyAndVirial(Scalar3& F, Scalar&





75 Scalar cx = m_pos.x - m_field.x;
76 Scalar cy = m_pos.y - m_field.y;
77 Scalar cz = m_pos.z - m_field.z;




82 // WCA parameters
83
84
85 Scalar rtop ;








94 Scalar WCAforcemag = Scalar (0.0);
95
96 // WCA Cutoff
97 Scalar rcut = 1.12246204831;
98
99 // Inter -pore parameters
100 Scalar theta;
101 Scalar htpore = tpore *0.5;
102 Scalar zmax = htpore + rcut;
103 Scalar rxy2 = (rxy -rpore)*(rxy -rpore);
141
104 Scalar rxy2inv = Scalar (1.0)/rxy2;










115 // Force initialization
116 F.x = 0;
117 F.y = 0;
118 F.z = 0;
119 Scalar Ftheta;
120
121 if (rxy <= rpore -rcut){
122 F.x = 0;
123 F.y = 0;
124 F.z = 0;
125
126 } else if (abs(cz) >= zmax ){
127 F.x = 0;
128 F.y = 0;
129 F.z = 0;
130 } else if (rxy >= rpore && abs(cz) >= htpore) {
131
132 if (cz > 0) {
133 rtop = cz - (htpore);
134 rtop2 =rtop*rtop;
142
135 rtop2inv = Scalar (1.0)/rtop2;
136 Scalar rtop6inv= rtop2inv*rtop2inv*rtop2inv;
137 WCAforcemag = rtop*rtop2inv * rtop6inv * (
Scalar (12.0)*lj1*rtop6inv - Scalar (6.0)*lj2);
138 F.x = F.y = 0;
139 F.z = WCAforcemag;
140 } else {
141 rbot = cz + (htpore);
142 rbot2 =rbot*rbot;
143 rbot2inv = Scalar (1.0)/rbot2;
144 Scalar rbot6inv= rbot2inv*rbot2inv*rbot2inv;
145 WCAforcemag = rbot*rbot2inv * rbot6inv * (
Scalar (12.0)*lj1*rbot6inv - Scalar (6.0)*lj2);
146 F.x = F.y = 0;
147 F.z = WCAforcemag;
148 }
149
150 } else if (abs(cz) <= htpore && rxy > rpore - rcut)
{
151 theta = atan2(cy ,cx);
152
153 Ftheta = (rxy -rpore)*rxy2inv * rxy6inv * (
Scalar (12.0)*lj1*rxy6inv - Scalar (6.0)*lj2);
154 F.z = 0 ;
155 F.x = Ftheta*cos(theta);
156 F.y = Ftheta*sin(theta);
157
158 } else if (abs(cz) >= htpore && rxy > rpore -rcut) {
159
160 theta = atan2(cy,cx);
161 Scalar rxycorner = sqrt((cx -rpore*cos(theta))*(cx -
143
rpore*cos(theta)) + (cy-rpore*sin(theta))*(cy-rpore*sin(theta)));
162 R2 = (rxycorner)*( rxycorner) + ((abs(cz)-htpore))*((
abs(cz)-htpore));
163
164 if (R2 <= rcut*rcut){
165 R2inv = Scalar (1.0)/R2;
166 R6inv = R2inv*R2inv*R2inv;
167 Fmag = sqrt(R2)*R2inv * R6inv * (Scalar




171 if (cz >= 0) {
172 phi = atan2(cz - htpore ,rxycorner);
173 F.x = -Fmag*cos(phi)*cos(theta);
174 F.y = -Fmag*sin(theta)*cos(phi);
175 F.z = Fmag*sin(phi);
176 } else {
177 phi = atan2(cz + htpore ,rxycorner);
178 F.x = -Fmag*cos(phi)*cos(theta);
179 F.y = -Fmag*sin(theta)*cos(phi);
180 F.z = Fmag*sin(phi);
181
182 }






189 //! Get the name of this potential
144
190 /*! \returns The potential name. Must be short and all
lowercase , as this is the name energies will be logged as
191 via analyze.log.
192 */
193 static std:: string getName ()
194 {





200 Scalar3 m_pos; //!< particle position
201 BoxDim m_box; //!< box dimensions
202 Scalar m_qi; //!< particle charge
203 Scalar3 m_field; //!< the field vector
204 Scalar lj1; //!< lj1 parameter extracted
from the params passed to the constructor
205 Scalar lj2; //!< lj2 parameter extracted
from the params passed to the constructor
206 Scalar rpore; //!< Radius of Pore



















14 /*! \file EvaluatorEField.h
15 \brief Defines the electric field for a nanopore found in the
paper by Farahpour et al.
16 */
17
18 // need to declare these class methods with __device__ qualifiers
when building in nvcc
19 // DEVICE is __host__ __device__ when included in nvcc and blank
when included into the host compiler
20 #ifdef NVCC











32 //! type of parameters this external potential accepts
33 //!typedef struct param{} param_type;
34 typedef Scalar param_type;
146
35 typedef Scalar3 field_type;
36
37 //! Constructs the constraint evaluator
38 /*! \param X position of particle
39 \param box box dimensions
40 \param params per -type parameters of external potential
41 */
42 DEVICE EvaluatorExternalFarahpour(Scalar3 X, const BoxDim&





47 m_applied = params;
48 }
49
50 //! External Periodic doesn’t need diameters
51 DEVICE static bool needsDiameter () { return false; }
52 //! Accept the optional diameter value
53 /*! \param di Diameter of particle i
54 */
55 DEVICE void setDiameter(Scalar di) { }
56
57 //! External Periodic doesn’t need charges
58 DEVICE static bool needsCharge () { return true; }
59 //! Accept the optional diameter value
60 /*! \param qi Charge of particle i
61 */
62 DEVICE void setCharge(Scalar qi) { m_qi = qi; }
63
64 //! Declares additional virial cotribututions are needed for
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the external field
65 /*! No contribution
66 */
67 DEVICE static bool requestFieldVirialTerm () { return true; }
68
69 //! Evaluate the force , energy and virial
70 /*! \param F force vector
71 \param energy value of the energy
72 \param virial array of six scalars for the upper
triangular virial tensor
73 */
74 DEVICE void evalForceEnergyAndVirial(Scalar3& F, Scalar&




78 Scalar cx = 0;
79 Scalar cy = 0;
80 Scalar cz = 0;
81 Scalar pi = M_PI;
82
83 Scalar rx = m_pos.x - cx;
84 Scalar ry = m_pos.y - cy;
85 Scalar rz = m_pos.z - cz;
86
87 Scalar V0 = m_field.x;
88 Scalar a = m_field.y;






94 Scalar mu ,nu ,phi;





100 rho=sqrt(rx*rx + ry*ry);
101 d1=sqrt( (rho+c)*(rho+c) + rz*rz);








110 factor=V0/(pi*a*cosh(mu)*sqrt( sinh(mu)*sinh(mu) + sin(
nu)*sin(nu) ) );










121 F = m_applied * E;
122
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123 virial [0] = F.x*m_pos.x;
124 virial [1] = F.x*m_pos.y;
125 virial [2] = F.x*m_pos.z;
126 virial [3] = F.y*m_pos.y;
127 virial [4] = F.y*m_pos.z;




132 //! Get the name of this potential
133 /*! \returns The potential name. Must be short and all
lowercase , as this is the name energies will be logged as
134 via analyze.log.
135 */
136 static std:: string getName ()
137 {





143 Scalar3 m_pos; //!< particle position
144 BoxDim m_box; //!< box dimensions
145 Scalar m_qi; //!< particle charge
146 Scalar3 m_field; //!< the field vector





The following Python code is defining a class that allows for control over the
150
parameters of the external potential header file at the Python interface of HOOMD.
In other words, this script is adding the functionality we implemented in the HOOMD
source code to the HOOMD Python API.
1
2 R""" External forces.
3
4 Apply an external force to all particles in the simulation. This
module organizes all external forces.
5 """
6
7 from hoomd import _hoomd
8 from hoomd.md import _md














23 def __init__(self , field , name=""):
24 hoomd.util.print_status_line ()
25
26 # initialize the base class
27 _external_force.__init__(self , name)
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28
29 # create the c++ mirror class
30 if not hoomd.context.exec_conf.isCUDAEnabled ():
31 self.cpp_force = _md.PotentialPoreField(
32 hoomd.context.current.system_definition , self.name)
33 else:
34 self.cpp_force = _md.PotentialPoreFieldGPU(
35 hoomd.context.current.system_definition , self.name)
36
37 hoomd.context.current.system.addCompute(
38 self.cpp_force , self.force_name)
39
40 # setup the coefficient options
41 # changing this for farahpour
42 self.required_coeffs = [’epsilon ’, ’sigma’, ’rpore’, ’tpore’
]
43
44 self.field_coeff = tuple(field)
45
46 def process_coeff(self , coeff):
47 # pass;
48 epsilon = coeff[’epsilon ’]
49 sigma = coeff[’sigma ’]
50 rpore = coeff[’rpore ’]
51 tpore = coeff[’tpore ’]
52
53 lj1 = 4.0 * epsilon * math.pow(sigma , 12.0)
54 lj2 = 4.0 * epsilon * math.pow(sigma , 6.0)
55 return _hoomd.make_scalar4(lj1 , lj2 , rpore , tpore)
56
57 def process_field_coeff(self , field):
152
58 return _hoomd.make_scalar3(field[0], field[1], field [2])
59
60
61 """ ----------------------------------------------------"""
153
